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" ICKET LINES HOLD SHIPOWNERS AT AY
Owners Plot New
Marine Chains
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CREWS ON
STEAMERS
WALK OFF
WALLACE
Repeal Anti-Picketing Ordinance A. F. OF L.
Killers Shoot
CONFUSED
Groups Aid
ESTABLISH Five Pickets Licensed
Strike On East
IN CLAIM
Coast
DICTATORS At Baltimore

King Framed, Evidence Discloses

A menacing barrage
of propaganda for further extending the dictatorial powers of the Maritime Commission has
swamped the press during the past week. Only a week
Ego the
Voice pieced together from information released
here and there
tentatively and piece-meal over a long Manager Contradicts
Period in various daily papers and shipowners'
organs a
"Confession" of
far-reaching
program for expanding the present GovernWallace
mental control over waterfront labor. And now today the
e mployers full program is published
openly in the press
--including specifically the very points mentioned last NO BLOOD FOUND
week in the Voice
as aimed directly at smashing waterfront unionism as swiftly
Witness for State Is
as possible.
Paid By ShipDuring the months since the end of the Congressional
session last June the shipowners and
Owners
Government officials
have only been
sparring—but now as the opening session
of a new Congress
The first direct evidence that
approaches they are landing their blows murder charges against Earl King,
thick
a ned fast. The
rnaritim
early maneuvers were only to throw E. G. Ramsay, F. J. Conner and
workers off their guard, and subtly to lay the George Wallace of the Marine Firebase for a further anti-union offensive.
men are framed came Tuesday afternoon in the sensational trial in
Capitalist Press Attacks Workers
Oakland.
The entire employers'
press is swinging in behind this A new "confession" allegedly
flew campaign,
constantly injecting the new proposals be- made by Wallace on the evening
tween the lines of calculated
lies and misrepresentations of August 30 was introduced by
about the present maritime
strike. The New York Journal District Attorney Earl Warren. The
Union men gather at the City Hall in San Francisco to exert pressure
"confession" included the stateof Commerce,
in its issue of November 24, has outlined ment that Ben Sackowitz, fifth upon the Board of Supervisors for repeal of a 20-year-old anti-picketing
in careful detail the
scope of the new legislative action member of the Firemen, who is ac- ordinance railroaded by shipowners during the war hysteria.
Which the Maritime
Commission will ask Congress to pass. cused of the actual killing, was
The
Points specifically affecting labor are listed by the
Journal as follows:
GRATEFUL
"Creation of a maritime labor mediation board either KING
by new legislation
or amendment to the Railway Labor
Alameda County Jail,
Act, under which
Oakland, California.
a mediation board has provided maNovember 29, 1936.
chinery of railroad labor disputes.
VOICE OF THE
"Amendment of Section 301 (A) of Title III to give the FEDERATION:
eornmission jurisdiction over CONTRACTS AFFECTING
I wish to take this opporSHORE LABOR.
tunity of thanking everybody
"Transfer of the Bureau of Marine Inspection and who has assisted in the King
Ramsey Conner defense. The
A avigation from the Commerce Department
SAN FRANCISCO.—The demands of the organized
to the corn- wide support that has been
Mission."
labor movement and sympathetic groups brought a decigiven has been a source of deep
The reason that government fink hiring
halls are not comfort to us in our trouble. sion from the Board of Supervisors to submit the vicious
entioned
I hope we will soon be
in this list is because they are already covered
local anti-picketing ordinance to a referendum vote next
ri the
cleared of this infamous charge
Maritime Commission's present authority to fix and with the help of labor and February. The Chamber of Commerce, the Down Town
"Working conditions." This is exactly
mAssociation, and the hotel ownthe program which labor's friends, we will be, and
ers' association tried to spike the
Inilitant maritime workers have foreseen
want
everyone
know
I
to
I
for many months,
move, apparently fearing what the
While
International labor fakers, Government officials, appreciate all the help that is
decision of the voters will be.
being given.
daily press were protesting with holy indignation
Employers' propaganda has 'alFraternally yours,
that these
ways maintained that the public
workers were hysterically opposing legislation
EARL KING.
Solely designed
wanted the anti-picketing ordito "benefit" labor.
nance because it had been voted
wearing
blue
with
a
shirt
zipper
a
Union Smashing Poorly Veiled
In a municipal election back in
Fortunately
for American workers, never have the true when George W. Alberts was stab1916. However they have always

UNIONS SUCCEED IN
AN n - PICKET FIGHT

Owners' Hysteric Wctr., Propaganda
Managed To 'Throttle "
Citizens' Rights

r

Publiè Hears
Bergoff Spy
Tricks Bared

(Continued on Page 8)

bed to death.
But a few minutes later C. H.

Armed Gunmen Terrorize
Stockton Celery Workers
_ ST
OCKTON, Calif.—Three hundred private guards
:Zed with tear gas guns, riot guns,
rifles, shot guns and
bY an airplane have been concentrated here in a
terr:rd*istic

Dayton, manager of a San Francisco hotel, testified that Sackowits was wearing a light grey suit
that day.

Another phase of strikebreaking

was recently revealed by Pearl "I
Alberts, chief engineer of the
Swayne and Hoyt freighter Point Break Strikes" Bergoff during a
Lobos, was killed some time be- National Labor Board inquiry into
tween 11 and 11:30 on the morning the strikes which have tied up
of March 22. Wallace's "confes- the Remington-Rand plants for
sion" said Sackowitz was wearing months and have been marked by
the blue shirt and jeans at the severe violence. Harmless in comparison with the brutal slugtime.
ging and gunplay which characterDayton, at whose hotel Sackoize strikes when employers hire
witz, was living, said the latter enprofessional scabs to break them,
tered the hotel at 1:30 that afterthese other methods are vicious
noon wearing the gray suit. This
and insidious in breaking down
would indicate that something .s
the mOrale of the workers. Berwrong with the "confession," gage
goff, who received $25,850 for his
(Continued on Page 8)
Remington-Rand,
services from
boasted of "linguists" on his staff
who talked to foreign-born workers
in their own language, break down
WASHINGTON (FP).—Approxi- their confidence in their unions,
mately 50
Baltimore
seamen, spread lies and slander, and dispicketing the German Embassy courage' and frighten them.
Whispering campaigns in which
here in protest against the imprisonment of Lawrence Simpson, strikebreakers spread rumors that
American seaman, in a Nazi jail, the plant is going to move, and

campaign against the)*
2,000 ,1
ry workers who walked
out on
strike November 23 in the strike to which the celery workers
responded with inspiring enthusTerminous fields.
The Growersiasm. In the few days, after the
Shinners and the
police have set
up a
strike more than 1,500 workers not
little private state
of their
Own, covering
yet in the union applied for mem100 square miles,
In which
bership.
only aideputies, g
r
e
.
rs
growers
te
w
e
r
n
o
and scabs
"Two things stand out in this
are
The
strike," a union member stated,
employers, who are not
email farmers,
"the large number of workers
but powerful financial
interests, are out to smash who have formed this union and
at all
costs the Agricultural Work. the unity shown between the Filiera' TT
pinos, Whites, Mexicans, Negroes,
""1.1'°/1,
A.F. of L. affiliate,
Japanese and Chinese workers.
strUggling to
improve the wage
and living
They are showing that all agricultstandards of the miserably
ural
workers can be organized into
exploited agricultural workers.
one big union."
Celery workers receive
25
coats an
The big growers can sway all
hour, are forced to
pay
11.90 Per day
the
,forces of so-called "law and
for
lousy
food, bunk
Iii
squalid shacks,
and have to put order." Although Sheriff O'Dell and Nazi intervention in Spain
With
unbelievably unhygienic agreed to allow the strikers to were arrested and charged with
co
nditions.
exercise their constitutional right
parading without a permit.
When the
to picket, pressure from the ememployers, never letting hunian
ployers forced him to barricade
rights stand in the
Way of
their profits, refused to the highway six miles from the
meet 'with the
packing sheds and he has refused
Union to discuss
its d
emands, the Union called a to allow pickets either inside or
Maritime Officers' Women's
outside the blockade.
Auxiliary Strike Benefit Dance.
The police immediately swung
Place: California Hall, Polk
into action, arresting 21 strikers
and Turk Sts., San Francisco.
on trumped-up charges. One pickTime: Saturday night, DeWASHINGTON (FP).
et, Frank Reyes, was knocked
the
—
cember 6, at 8:30 p.
month' of October,
in
1936, the down and beaten by the deputies.
Refreshments? B e e r, sand-•
National Labor
Relations Board Last Sunday, deputies threatened
received charges
wIches, hot dogs.
and petitions for the strike committee chairman
elections in
Music? Good union orchestra.
147 new cases in- with guns and would have arrestvolving 27,335
Fun? Plenty and plenty!
workers, the board ed him had they not been stopped
Prizes? You bet!
announces.
by
militant
the
action
of
the
Cumulative
figures
Rho w that
Come and bring your friends.
from the time active pickets.
operations began
Do your bit to help us do ours.
until November
Scabs are working in the fields
1, 1936 .the
NITA SCHWERDTFEGER,
board and its regional and sheds, and trucks are rushing
offices have
Publicity Chairman;
acted in 1,551 cases celery out of the barricaded area
Tel: RAndolph 9363.
104'01141 ar.7,919
workers.
with armed guard&

SEAMEN JAILED

DON'T FORGET

HEAR CASES

Professional Slander
Mongers Spread
Propaganda

neglected to point out that this
ordinance was put over in the
heat of an anti-labor hysteria accompanied by a bulldozing campaign of misrepresentation
in
which the telephone company was
said to have been utilized in putting through thousands of calls
to get the "proper" people to the
polls to vote the "proper" way.
KANSAS CITY (FP)—No convention of the Brotherhood Railway Carmen will be held in San
Francisco while Tom Mooney is
held in prison, President Felix
Knight told Frisco's mayor in
answer to a bid for the 1939
gathering.

Convention Confers Gunmen On S treets PLEDGE SUPPORT
All Power To
Unmolested By
Fakers Thrown 0u t
Council
Police
By Rank And
File
FAVOR HEARST BALTIMORE, Md.—Cold-blooded
murder of five union brothers—
that is the tragic toll of the vicious strikebreaking activities of
the 1.S.U. fakers and their hired
thugs.
Another rank and file
member lies critically wounded in
the hospital.

The shipowners' lock-out of maritime workers and their well-exposed intentions to wreck militant
unionism at the expense of keeping public trade and commerce
tied up indefinitely have brought
Pledging itself to "continuing
The strikers have tightened their the crisis through its fifth week
and relentless opposition to the
ranks
to combat this outright with West Coast picket lines as
spread of dictatorships throughout
gangsterism
of VanderStaay, War- solid and determined as ever. Octhe world," the 56th annual conren
and
Bley,
I.S.U. officials, casional ships still straggling into
vention of the A. F. of L. proand
refuse
to
be
intimidated by port immediately lose their crews
ceeded to set up its executive
gun-toting
cowards.
The men are to the picket line.
council as its supreme dictator—
On the East Coast and Gulf the
more
determined
than
ever to
a centralization of power in the
seamen's struggle against faker
make
ship
ths
strike
effective.
hands of the few absolutely withPicket registration has reached treachery, thugs and police has
out precedent in the organized
2,486
and 23 ships, 8 from the been inspired with new life by the
labor movement in America.
West Coast, lie idle at the docks. official walk-out of the licensed
The convention handed over to
Last Friday at a militant mass groups. In Washington, a joint
the executive council the power
meeting of 1,750 representatives meeting of the three licensed
not only to suspend unions for
from all maritime unions in port, groups last Wednesday pledged full
what it may consider a breach'
Brother P. Whalen was elected support to the demands of all the
of the laws and constitution of
official leader of the strike. The maritime crafts on strike.
the Federation, or for breach of
The strike of the rank and file
following unions were represented:
any order crf the executive counI.S.U., SUP., M.M. & P., M.E.B- seamen against their illegal 1964
cil, but it may also punish unions
A., A.R.T.A., the Longshoremen sell-out agreements was also officit finds guilty of disobedience
ially endorsed by the Marine Fireand the Teamsters.
"in any other way."
"We in Baltimore are very much men's, Oilers' and Watertenders'
The decision to confirm the sushandicapped by lack of. funds," Union immediately after rank and
pension of the C.T.O. unions was
stated J. Cillburger, chairman of file candidates took office by virsteamrollered through in the most
the Publicity Committee, "but we tue of a court order this week
vicious manner. Delegates favwill struggle through and keep sanctioning their election. Vrith
oring the C.T.O. and opposed to
this fight going to a glorious Carlson and other fakers out in the
the suspension were refused recogcold, with Grange indicted ea
conclusion."
nition from the chair to speak, or
charges of misappropriating union
discriminated
against.
Sander
funds, and with the recent decision
Gents, delegate from the Minneof seamen to quit paying dues to
apolis Central Labor body, fought
their scab-herding officials, the
to get the floor for three hours
rank and file are well on their way
to deliver a speech accusing the
NEW YORK.—Rank and file towards completely ridding themexecutive council of dictatorship
seamen have refused to put up selves of their rotten fakers. Libin suspending the C.I.O. and
any longer with the intolerable erated from their shackles, marl.
charging it with acting unconstisituation whereby they pay their time workers everywhere are raistutionally, and finally gave up.
hard earned dues to officials who ing the slogan "For a National
Lewis, of the United Mine Workuse the money to maneuver sell- Maritime Federation!" which will
ers and president of the Iowa
out agreements and to hire thugs solidify on a nation-wide scale the
State Federation of Labor, was
ranks of democratic waterfront
against them.
kept strictly to the 10-minute
In their meeting Monday night unionism.
speech rule, but Frey, president
Ships that have slipped out with
the strikers voted to elect a board
of the metal trades department
crews are
scab
of trustees to collect future dues inexperienced
and chief antagonist of the C.I.O.
and hold them in trust until the learning the true meaning of interwas permitted to speak for 55
strike is over and a new election national working class solidarity.
minutes, accusing the C.I.O. of
of officials can be held. Hence- When they arrived in England,
dual unionism.
forth Hunter, Carlson, Grange and Belgium and France they found
The convention not only ap- company will have
to get all their they might just as well have
proved the suspension and the finances from the shipowners or stayed in the United States since
continuance of the special com(Continued on Page 7)
starve.
mittee to work for peace with the
C.I.O., but authorized the calling
of a special convention of the
federation if the suspended unions
make the situation "beyond bearing."

Industrial Union Man
Allotted Ten
Minutes

SEAMEN BLAST
OFFICIAL GRAFT

Policemen Pack Pickets In
Jails On Thanksgiving Day

Wm. Green, mealy-mouthed puppet in the hands of the Old Guard,
PORT ARTHUR, Texas.—Thanksgiving day in this
piously declared that there was
nothing he would not do to restore port marked an open police and court offensive against
unity within the A.F. of L. But the peaceful picketing of the seamen on strike. Within
when the C.I.O. leaders refused to twelve hours 236 strikers had been a
meet with the peace committee un- rounded up and packed into an
til the suspension had been lifted,
overcrowded jail. They will be
make a pretense of removing maWASHINGTON. (FP) — Senate
(Continued on Page 7)
chinery, were Very successful for
kept there "indefinitely" the local hearings of railroad financing will
a time. "Now," Bergoff lamented,
sheriff announced, adding that if begin December 7. The investi"employes are most sceptical."
there were any more pickets to gating committee, under the diJames Rand Jr. invented a new
rection of Sen. Burton K. Wheeler
arrest he will throw them into
trick. Serbs attacked strikers,
Is headed by Max Lowenthal. J. P.
We regret to report that the
an improvised stockade he pro- Morgan,
whereupon motion pictures were
it is reported, will make
absence of any publicity dealing
poses to erect on one of the piers.
taken of the scene and widely
his third appearance before a
with the Modesto boys, victims
The jail capacity is only 126, but senatorial body to explain how his
publicized as "strikers attacking
of the Standard Oil conspiracy, at present, following the strikers'
loyal workers," in order to rouse
firm controls the purse strings of
is due to the failure of the com- arrests, 335 men are crowded into America's railroads.
public opinion against the strikers.
mittee in charge of this work to
the filthy hole.
submit copy for this issue. This
Although the state law specifiis the second time in three iscally permits peaceful picketing,
sues that the committee has
the district court issued an infailed to send in publicity.
We want to call the reader's
junction to prohibit all picketing
As much as the staff would
attention
to the following imallegedly
whatsoever. It was for
like to handle this case, the regportant events: Mass meeting,
violating this illegal order that the
ulations set up render this im- 4
at the Civic Auditorium, Dec. 8,
wholesale arrests were made.
The next issue of the Voice may not be able to appear possible.
Tuesday, at 8:00 P.M. In addidetermined
to
are
seamen
The
The Editorial Board of the
unless the problem of getting paper is solved. The paper
tion to many prominent speakdefy this illegal injunction and to
VOICE is anxious to do its uters from the unions on strike,
shortage has forced us to economize and this explains why
this
against
show-down
a
call for
most In seeing that regular and
Mayor Dore will be on
Seattle's
high-handed action of the court in
our regular supplement has not appeared.
adequate publicity releases rethe platform. A representative
playing stooge for the shipowners.
It has also made impossible the issuance of two special garding the Modesto defendants In recent days the seamen have of the Shipowners has been Inare
But the Board feels
vited.
editions planned by the Joint Marine Strike Committee of that made.
received the welcome reinforceIt cannot be held responA huge parade of the striking
ment from the licensed officers
San Francisco.
sible for the failure of the regumaritime workers will take
whose international unions have
The Board is trying to locate some paper. That which lar committee to submit pub- officially called a strike on all place Saturday, up Market St.,
starting at 11:00 A.M.
is available seems to be not for sale. We are working licity about the frame-up of the coasts.
Modesto boys, and therefore
Don't forget to tune in on
feverishly to get some paper in order to make possible the makes this explanation to the
Meanwhile, another ship, the
Station KGGC, 1420 Kilo., every
continued publication of the Voice. Anyone having sug- membership of the Maritime West Cobalt, was tled up with Monday and Thursday at 9:30
prospects that two more ships
gestions will be as welcome as the victory ball that will be Federation.
P.M. and every Tuesday and
would be tied up as soon as they
—Editor.
Friday at 9:15 P.M.

INQUIRY BEGINS

MODESTO BOYS

BIG HAPPENINGS

Where Can The "Voice"
Obtain Additional Paper?

held in eeiebratiaa ei the suceessivi outiag eit tige ittatike.

game into port.
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Ryan Works For Owners
Grants Charter To Finks
Ryan Breaks
All Union
Rules

KODESTO DEFENDANTS IN COURT

Black Legion
Exposure
Asked
'Too Large for One'
Says Assistant
Prosecutor

Thug Police Begin
Battle On Pickets
Precipitate A
Murderous
Fight

STRIKE CONFERENCE

HOUNDS LABOR
Jury Convicts Five
Members For
Murder

Ryan's New Orleans
Men Play Ball
With Boss

400 Strikers S tan d
Ground Against
"Guards"

TOLEDO, Ohio—Definite proof
of the close connection between
big business and industry in this
region and the murderous Black
Legion's anti-labor activities has
convinced the assistant prosecutor
in charge of the local county investigation of the Legion that the
job is "too big" for him alone.
Although the U.S. Department of
Labor has been asked to aid in
getting to the bottom of this new
phase of the investigation, no
reply has as yet been forthc,em-

STRIKE GOES ON
Unionists Continuing
To Picket Ships
In Gulf

DEFEND RIGHTS
Huge Amounts Given
Celanese Plant
Officials

CUMBERLAND, Md.—When the
(This article Is based on InforState chief of police moved to
mation sent to the VOICE OF
escort scabs into the strike-bound
THE FEDERATION by T. J.
-Thomas F. McMahon, president of the United Textile Work- plant of the Celanese Corporation
Darcy, president of I.L.A. Local
ers of America; James Dundon, chairman of the Strikers' Committee; 49 company guards and 15 deputy
No. 1226 le New Orleans.)
The
county investigator is Col. Frank P. Douglass, special commissioner of conciliation for the sheriffs precipitated a vicious batWhen the West Coast went out
known to be under pressure to Textile Division of the Labor Department and William F. Kelly, second tle against the pickets. The 400
—I.L.N.S. Picture.
pickets refused to he bullied and
on strike five weeks ago, I.L.A.
submit his findings to the grand vice-president of the United Textile Workers.
Locals Nos. 1226 and 231 in New
jury as quickly as possible. Labor
stood their ground against the
Orleans, whose charters were jerkcircles claim this is an obvious
armed thugs.
Deputies swung nightsticks and
move to keep the investigation
ed by Joseph P. Ryan, immediately gave their full support and
from delving deeper so that the
trampled Mrs. Ida Hoffman, 44refused to pass through the seawhole matter can easily be whiteyear-old striker, into unconsciousmen's picket lines. Being good
ness. Several pickets were arrestwashed.
Union men, their support has been
The Black Legion, a secret tered.
efficient and has made itself felt.
roristic organization, has hounded
The 4000 workers at the Celantrial. Rogers and militant workers in several mid13ut I.L.A. Locals Nos. 1418 and
plant walked out after the
ese
Sentence for the defendants was postponed, pending a decision on motion for new
PEORIA, Ill. (FP)—The Peoria Journal-Transcript, company refused to live up to its
1412—the out-and-out company un- Buyie are the third and fourth, respectively, seated In front.
dle-western cities. Workers are
men for organizing a unit of the previous agreement to negotiate
ions chartered by Ryan in defiance
demanding that the investigation which locked out three
last summer, and then hastily with the United Textile Workers'
Guild
er
Newspap
n
of his own constitution and byshould not stop until the real America
who wanted to rethose
rehired
SuState
the
the
of
of
as
well
laws as
Union.
instigators and financers
is on the rampage again, Transcript employes anxious for
preme Court of Lonisiana--are
Legion are tracked down and ex- turn,
In a plant where officials'
deal
to
agreement
breaking its
a showdown with their shifty salaries reach over $100,000 per
working and helping to break the
posed.
fairly with its editorial and news
strike.
publisher.
year, workers are receiving a misworkers. A strike vote has been
Five
—
This vicious situation—typical
Michigan
DETROIT,
the paper erable 23 to 77 cents per hour. A
test
summer's
last
In
the guild executive
Black Legion members were con- taken and
Of more thn one port on the Gulf
the company union has also been foshas power to call the was put on the unfair list by
committee
the
of
week
last
--had its beginnings in 1935, when
here
victed
tered by the plant.
cuts
huge
and
body
central.
Peoria
The cause is the firing
A full day's work for 11 cents, 50 hours of labor a
Ryan began to play ball with the
"thrill killing" of a Negro war men out.
The United Mine Workers of
The
Southern
photographer active in the In its circulation were made.
shipowners in their maneuver of week for $1.20—these are the wages being paid
veteran. In an earlier trial eleven of a
America recently pledged complete
the
by
fired
not
wa's
er
photograph
forming company unions to circum. women and children for making the 98c to $1.98 candleother Legion members were con- guild.
other solidarity with the strikers.
Union printers are also sore at publisher with the three
wick bedspreads that have flooded ef
!vent the N.R.A. and its policies.
victed for the murder of C. A.
he
because
then
promoters
guild
the
It takes Committee just issued. Figures of
the management and so are
The employers immediately saw America in recent years.
Poole, W.P.A. worker.
on the staff.
needed
badly
was
the
of
a
tuft
victory
to
Casket Business Dead
The
day
U.S.
of
the
entire,
drivers.
an
Bureau
truck
the Children's
to it that It. J. McGuirk, chairman a woman
Seattle Post- The Illinois deparment of labor
de- Department of Labor, collected
simplest
Hearst's
the
against
with
guild
bedspread
the
of
Committee
Of the Labor
Picketing Right Restored
strike.
Indicating the loyal, unwaverto help from 10 states and from 98 cities
MINNEAPOLIS (FP).—The casIntelligencer has made the Journal- is trying to avert a
New Orleans Steamship Associa- sign. If she has children
of
-labor
by
organized
support
ing
a
half
child
in
business is unusually dead
done
that
be
ket
show
can
states,
it
other
in
her,
Ftegional
the
on
e
placed
was
(FP).—Du
tion,
ALLENTOWN, Pa.
Tom Mooney's long battle for
are
girls
as
cent
days in Minneapolis. There
well
per
these
as
160
Boys
increased
has
labor
orLabor Board at New Orleans. He day.
freedom, were the letters accom- to continuous pressure from
to In a single year.
of gloom hanging over
pall
a
is
2-yearpermitted the board to try the called in from play and made
s
panied by two checks recently re- ganized labor, Allentown'
The big execucutnight,
offices.
the
into
company
far
often
work,
cases of all other employers withConditions in the lumber and ceived by the Tom Mooney Mold- old proclamation limiting picket
rush
are in a macabre mood.
tives
abolbut interference, but when it came ting the tufts to complete
been
has
lines to 10 strikers
woodworking industries, the sugar ers' Defense Committee.
Their casket workers, in short,
time for the Labor Board to con- orders.
Following a conference
ished.
beet industry, as well as the
serve
will
ever
Mooney
hotne
"Tom
a
are on strike.
This work is essentially
Centhe
from
duct an election which would de,
committee
k
bedspreads
making of candlewic
in the foes of all true union men with a
has
on
unionizati
*Union demands which have
where
industry
bargaining
termine the collective
are unspeakably bad and growing as the sublimest martyr to their tral Trades & Labor Council,
to
next
the casket magnatef; into
thrown
considered
been
representatives of the longshore- always
SAN FRANCISCO, Calif.—Retail of the Salespeople.
worse. In Colorado and Nebraska, cause, which is after all the cause Mayor Malcolm Gross formally
repress,
funeral mood call for a
have
a.
Neverthele
such
Merchants
.
Impossible
the
of
outfit,
Several
own
his
with
men to deal
children 7 and 8 years old are of all suffering humanity every- abolished the proclamation and Shoe and Textile Salesmen's Union
these
wage rates of 515c
of
week,
s,
1,000
a
Agreement
of
30-hour
the
he stated that the Labor Board sentatives
working in the beet fields, and where," wrote Stove Mounters restored to workers their legal Local 410, which embraces those already signed
last
and elimination of
met
hour,
an
children
80c
is
p
to
and
Membershi
for
women
drive
the
and
n.
jurisdictio
had no
their families live on a starvation Union No. 96 in St. Louis, en- right of unlimited picketing.
Salespeople engaged in the
Retail
a n d work
in
speedup
Tenn.,
ga,
success.
Chattanoo
piecework,
in
ng
meeting with encouragi
The case dragged along. Then, August
beet raising sec444444444111•041•141.1144M441.641•441441414441511114 4 Retail Selling of Shoes, Clothing,
1
closing a money order for $5 in 4:1441•04111414141144
union. Con- level. In some
Union
a
form
("notate
to
the
attempt
of
an
to
intention
the
is
charters
It
issued
Ryan
suddenly,
are closed so
Mens Furnishings, Hats, etc., has
that tions, the schools
order that "that fine, rugged man
to give full publicity to such
In the Mission It's
the scab, or company unions Nos. ditions are so had, however,
children can work 12-hour of men, Tom Mooney, may soon
that
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nitsismen Again Beat Hearst
Seattle P-I
Contract
Signed

VICTIM OF THE FASCISTS

Mine Union
Censures
Green

San Francisco Paper
Agrees to Guild
Terms

BURLAP STRIKE

LET'S MA,E. THEM

Executive Board Of
Green's Union
Acts

UNION WINS OUT

Intolerable Conditions
Of Burlap Factories
Brings Strike Action
Dismal Dusty Shops Imperil Health
Of Workers Starving On
Low Wages

-•=!?. M*3.. 29

CASE REVIEWED

President Hill Says
Guild Victory
"Greatest"

For years bag makers in San Francisco worked under
miserable conditions for a miserable wage. Bonus and
piece work systems of intense exploitation existed in these,
shops.
,19
Operators averaging above day work had to keep their
over average for one week in order to get it. If a worker
failed to make his average one day out of the week, even
though it was due

Ar4e5-HARRI5
wi

Green Cites Record
Of Past For
Defense

Ii

Alae

SEATTLE, Wash.—A formal
'S
The following order was adopted
agreernent between Hearst's Postby the International Executive
to poor work
Intelligencer and the Newspaper
111111
Board, United Mine Workers of
or machine breakage, all over day
Guild has
Struck plants are Bemis Bag
ended the militant strike
America:
work average for the rest of the
of. the/ editorial
Company,
Ames , Harris & NeBy one of the strikers of Local No. 2532, United Textile Workers days was taken away and the
workers, who for
The Case of William Green
the first
vile Company, Pacific-Diamond
time in history forced a
America.
of
This board assumes that. William
minimura wage only paid.
Bag Company and the Cooperative
Paper to
suspend publication. This
Green is a member of the United
Men working in these shops
its the
Bag Company with a total of 550
second victory which the
Mine Workers of America. No
were making as low as $12.96 and
Guild has
workers.
won from Hearst in
examination of record has been
$15.70
for
a
forty-eight
hours.
This is a complete tie-up of the.
recent months,
the first being on
made. It has no knowledge that
Women were paid $16.00 on the new
the
bag
making industry in San,
Wisconsin News following a
he belongs to any other union.
same jobs, as they are protected Francisco,
and throughout the:,
several months'
Through life he has accepted the
by the state minimum law.
strike.
northwest.
"The American
protection of this Union and has
These factories were dark, with
Newspaper Guild
Our demands
has won
its greatest victory. In
sought and received its honors.
dust galore and the workers had
I.L.A.
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No.
issuing
is
3
the
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to
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1. Union recognition, with a:
Here is the picture of a child killed by bombardment from the guns
San
This Board reviews his recent relatives,
Francisco; Seattle and New
together with the children, of the maritime no chance to advance or to better steward system and no discrimi..
of murderous Fascist insurgents. The numbers ara for purposes of
York, Hearst
acts upon complaints of members.
their conditions.
ray of hope nation for Union
newspapers have identification
affiliation and
strikers to come and join in the big parades being planned to abolish these New
.
—Picture direct from Spain.
recognized the Guild
This judicial authority is exercised
sweat shop con- activity.
and
agreeMents have
Maritime
Publicity
the
by
Joint
under grant of power set forth in
ditions came to the workers with
been reached securing
2. A forty-hour week.
large gains for
the constitution of the Union. Wil- Committee. When the Maritime their money in these districts. All the organization, eight weeks ago,
editorial workers,"
8. Time and a half for
stated
liam Green, after notice, makes Strikers march up Market Street wives, mothers, sisters and daugh- of their •Union, Local No. 2532 of
4. Fifteen per cent raise in
Of the Howard R. Hill, president
reply, entering unsupported denial on Saturday, December 5, the ters of maritime strikers should the United Textile Workers of wages
Northern California Newsfor all workers.
Paper Guild.
of four items of complaint. He Auxiliary believes that every get a copy of the instructions for America.
With the support of labor in this
The first
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and
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affected
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which
the
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of
cites
will be issued
his previous
servSix weeks ago the Ames & Har- city we will be able to hold
break, however, occi%
curred in San
strike should be with them. When to the men in the next few days.' ris plant, which i a branch
ice as proof of innocence.
of a picket lines intact and win thee%
Francisco when the
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march
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from
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Waterthe
for
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William
this
to
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secExaminer offered the
local firm now on strike here, minimum demands. Unionization
same favorable hours
"Our workers have shown an indiscriminate
bombardment
a Union terminated twelve years front, the Mission District and the tions will be included. The peo- struck in Portland for better wages has come into this industry fort
and wages as
conFillmore District to the Civic pie of San Francisco will know, and conditions. Their work was
tained in the
San Francisco Chron- enthusiasm and a capacity for or- civilian population has ever known. ago. For such period he has been
th'e first time. We intend to keep.,
icle a
Auditorium Mass Meeting on Dec- the Auxiliary believes, that the diverted to the Ames & Harris
ganization
Federhis
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of
an
which
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and
typical
is
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of
greement, and finally recogit unionized!
"The
raids,
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carried
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,by
nized the
glorious revolution and the sentiation. His acts against this Union ember 8, the women should be women are solidly behind the plant here in San Francisco and
The Union is ready at any time
Newspaper Guild as the
, maritime strikers when they see the Bemis Bag Company, also in
ments which inspire it. Our work- the rebel air-force, without any began in January this year. With with the men in letting the mei
bargaining agency.
to negotiate.
A complete
ers and technicians form an ' in. aim at destroying strategic cen- his associates he branded his own chants and the business men know large women's sections in these San Francisco. The rushing of
agreeMent has also been
reached
ters, have drenched the capital of Union as engaging in a repre- that the maritime workers spend parades.
by the
work and the obvious preparation
Guild with Hearst's New vincible force behind the lines
Yoi'k Journal.
which supplement the work of our Spain in blood," Spanish workers hensible enterprise. In February,
for a lockout, forced a spontanemilitias at the front in the crush- state. "We, on our side, have he served an ultimatum upon his
The Seattle
ous strike in the Bernie shop three
agreement gives ing of fascism."
blown up powder magazines and own Union and received its deweeks ago. Wage agreements were
recognition to the
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Continue Strike
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SAN FRANCISCO

STRIKERS NEED
MORE CLOTHES
The call for clothes was put out

by the
Auxiliary a short time ago.
There has
been a very splendid reanonee from
both individuals and
organizations. To those who have
bees ao
generous—the Auxiliary
extenda it
thanks. But M 0 R E
CLOTHES ARle NEEDED. It
is
very cold
on the picket line these
foggy eights.
And boys and girls
must have
warm clothes if they are
ao go to
school this time of the
sear. So
opt the again—the Auxiliary.puts
call—Everyone having
Clothes at home
which they do not
used, please
bring them to 111
Jones Street,
and they will be
to good
use.

put

Intimidate Employes
DENVER (FP).—
The Denver
branch of
Montgomery Ward &
Co. and
the Halack &
Howard
Lumber Co. are
charged with' violation ot a
Colorado statute prohibiting coercion
or intimidation
itt
eroPloYes
during an election.

JOE VVEISS
100% Union Shop
34 Market St.

National Labor Board
Orders Engineer Vote

Golden Tavern
27

ASK FOR
SILVER MOON
BEER

BILL'S

TAVERN

Embarcadero, S. F.

14

!SAILORS'
CAFE
53 Clay
San Francisco

I HARRY'S PLACE
I
26 9
Embarcadero
H. G. CHURCHILL

IHM111

tttttttp

Eat In Comfort
Refresh Yourself
GORDON'S SEA FOOD GROTTO
Ferry Building
I
2nd FLOOR
CIGAR STORE 6

20% Discount to Strikers

engineers.
GOOD FOOC ana
FINE LIQUORS—
Eligibility to vote will be limited
to those engineers in the ClydeMallory service between Octboer i.....,........•••••••...............•
J. TACKNEY
6, 1936 and November 30, 1936. J. FARLEY
Elections will be held as soon as
convenient.
Street
M.14113.A. membership, according
At STEWART
to the board, is limited to licensed
SAN FRANCISCO
marine engineers. U.L.O. membership includes both licensed deck
'4
officers and licensed marine en- El
gineers, while the I.U.O.E., affiliHello, Boys!
ated to the A. E. of L., includes all
engineers who operate machinery
generating power.

Union-Made
SHOES
REPAIRING

Corner Embarcadero

•We Sell "Voice of Federation"

Tom Duffy and May
UNION HOUSE

FRANCO'S
Lunch Room

The Cork Fender
. 32 COMMERCIAL ST.

•
:

Real Food—Reireshments

4.1

El

!OTTO'S'
I

2 MARKET ST., S. F.
El

12 Mission

I

1I
i
i
i
i
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UNION-MADE CIGARS

While You Wait
Arch Supports To Order
Examination Free

ANCHOR INN

34 CLAY

•
3

MIKE MULLALY, Prop.

21 Clay St.. S. F.

Patron's. Our Advertisers.

BABE

GRAND

EMBARCADERO, S. F.

WASHINGTON (FP).—$alloting among the 66 licensed chief, and assistant engineers employed by Ag- MURPHY'S
wilines, Inc. in its operation of the 16 vessels in the Clyde- ALBION TAVERN
Mallory

Lines fleet to select the
union to represent them in collective bargaining with the company
was ordered by the National Labor
Relations Board here.
The election will determine
whether the engineers desire to be
represented by the National Marine Engineers Beneficial Association, the United Licensed Officers,
or the International Union of Operating Engineers.
The board found that the licensed engineers constitute a unit
appropriate for the purposes of collective bargaining and therefore
turned down the request of the
U.L.O. that licensed deck officers
be included in the same unit as the

PATRONIZE
NICK'S WINES &
LIQUORS
44 CLAY STREET

LOOP CAFE
JACK PLESCIA
6 Sacramento
El

Pier 30, S.F.

—100% UNION—

HUMBOLDT BAR
WE CASH PAY CHECKS
Large Beer with Hot Lunch Served All Day-10c

74 Embarcadero
100% UNION HOUSE

CARD GAMES

Cal.......................................m.....m......1

1

PORTUGUESE HOTEL
and

CLAY STREET INN
BAR and RESTAURANT

39 Clay St., S. F.
..----..----..a

EVERYTHING NEW BUT THE MANAGEMENT

Hotel Melba - Falstaff Restaurant I
JACKSON & FRONT,S.F.

c
,
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SHIPOWNERS DEMAND "ARBITRATION"

"VOICE of the FEDERATION"
Published Every Thursday by
THE MARITIME FEDERATION of the PACIFIC COAST
Comprising
N. 0. M. M. & P. of the West Coast
1. L. A. Pacific Coast
Sailors' Union of the Pacific
Marine Engineers Beneficial Assn.
Int. Assn. Machinists No. 68 and 284
L S. U. of A. Pacific Branch
American Radio Telegraphists Assn.
And Affiliates

1.
Of all the sights that I have seen
In all the lands that I have been,
And I can boast of vision keen,
The weirdest was a "SHAPE . . .
UP SCENE."
2.
I watched them form in crescent
shape
With "Buttons" on the hat or lape,
Each face adorned with anxious
drape
As each on "Straw BOSS" hopeful

At the Golden Gate Press, 120 Golden Gate Ave.
Phone ORdway 3241
San Francisco, Calif.
Editor

B. MAYES

EDITORIAL BOARD:—
WM. FISCHER
H. CHRISTOFFERSON
F. M. KELLEY
H SCHRIMPF
R. DOmBROFF
C. D. BENTLEY

SHAPE.. UP OWNERS

President
................... Vice-President
Secretary-Treasurer
....... .......Trustee
.Trustee
Trustee

gape.
8.
To think, that images of God;
For food and shelter and for shod,
Should willingly to "SHAPE . . .
UP" plod
To say the least, is strange and
odd.
4.
If hours are long and wages small
Should Sons of Labor cringe and

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE. Per Year — $2.00
SINGLE COPIES -- Five Cents

CHEAT TAX
Bob Stowell, Sailors' Union,
Exposes Graft

Rolls

The casual reader gets the idea from general tenor of
the editorials and press dispatches that the principle of
"Port Committees" as a means of settling labor disputes
in the maritime industry is objectionable to the unions, as
well as to the shipowners. The articles are written in
language which implies that the idea of Port Committees
is something new, and was originated by Asst. Secy. of
Labor Edward F. McGrady—that he has advanced it as
a possible solution to the present diffi-

UNIONS
In. justice to the unions, and so that
SUGGESTED PltY
public may better understand, we
the
COMMITTEES
point out the following facts.
During the recent negotiations, the unions were casting
"Entered as second-class matter, October 19, 1936, at the post office at
crawl,
1879."
3,
March
of
Act
the
the settlement of any disputes
under
San Francisco, California,
And scramble; push, and rush and about for some method for
proposed new 'agreements,
the
brawl
which might arise under
For such job crumbs that chance the Labor Relations Board as set up under the 1934 arbito fall
tration award having failed to function satisfactorily. The
To handle freight and wheel and
Sailors Union of the Pacific was in negotiation with the
haul,
Like felons bound with chain and steam schooner group one day, and the old port committee
ball
Marine
the
arrangement was suggested by the saliors as the answer.
and
Pilots
With the Masters, Mates and
When t'would be better far for all
in
strike
on
After some discussion as to the method of selecting the
out
'going
n
Engineers Beneficial Associatio
Despite whatever might befall
and the procedure in event of a deadlock, A
East
the
on
committee
strike
New York, the status of the seamen's
To hire from out your Union Hall
arrived at which was acceptable to both the
cheap
was
call
any
set-up
on
you
And let the bosses
Coast Can mit longer be shoved around by
like
UP'
.
.
.
.
"SHAPE
in
And
not
steam schooner operators.
the
make.
to
and
Sailors
characterization that a labor faker feels inclined
a thrall.
The plan was suggested to the Coast Committee for the
The foul blow delivered to the East
My pen with back against the wall
the off-shore and intercoastal
Can no longer aid this rhyinisa; Shipowners, the operators of
Coast strikers by the A. F. of L. conventhe unions with the idea in
by
advanced
was
vessels. It
scrawl
tion when it declared it "outlaw" at the
SMASH
of dealing with all disputes
method
mainuniform
en
will
Longshorem
And hope
mind that a
behest of Hunter and his cohorts, has
THE
tain
for
some reason, discussion of •
but
upon,
should be agreed
turned into a boomerang for these misFAKERS
"Rotation Hiring" from their hall.
side-tracked by Mr.
was
adroitly
issue
this particular
leaders of labor.
—"Left Rudder."
,
because agreement
possibly
committee
Plant and his
The strike wave on the East Coast is mounting higher
El could not be reached upon other issues.
49
and higher and is hopefully close to engulfing the miserThe general idea of this explanation is to get it over to
by
able and wretched I.S.U. machine. As ea* day goes
public that a plan for Port Committee's was FIRST .
the
and the rank and file movement assumes more definite
evolved by the Sailors Union, and agreed to as both feasform, the isolation of the Granges, Hunters, Carlsons and
El
ible and workable by the other unions and the steam •
the rest of this crowd increases.
—lay Staff Artist.
JONESBORO, Ark.—A story of schooner, or coastwise, group,
actual slavery of workers was reAlthough these puny parasites have beheaded the
If there is any Objection to such a plan, certainly that
0 lated before a federal jury in the
t,
Undse
0
hour
O'Flaherty,
zero
their
Schnitzler,
years,
powerful maritime unions for some
0
trial of City Marshal Paul D. objection is not on the part of the unions.
Vandervelde, Dohlin, Roth, Hemis now at hand. They ruled by every conceivable illegal
:Peaches of Earle, Arkansas. He
However, it must also be pointed out in this connecingway, London, Sinclair, Bernard,
abetand
aiding
for
was
indicted
method, supported and financed by the shipowners, but
Graves.
Keller,
tion, that the mere establishment of a committee to settle
Dos PASSOS Helen
ting in causing persons to be held
Hitler's condemnation is good
now the reawakened seamen are capable of shaking them
disputes is valueless unless that Committee has some
as slaves.
Ell business, says Emil Ludwig. Since
IE
off with as little effort as it takes a horse to rid himself of
investigation and
Peaches falsely arrested eight agreement upon which to predicate it's
mu- he "voluntarily" exiled himself,
tists,
Germany—Ar
skin.
his
of
the
BERLIN,
quiver
ing
the
with
fly
.)—Address
pestilent
TAMPA—(F.P
a
Negroes, last spring, for vagrancy ultimate decision, At present, there is no such agreement,
his books in
motion and Hitler burned
president in the cotton choppers' strike. He
writers,
convention,
L.
scenario
of
F.
A.
sicians,
and in spite of newspaper reports to the contrary, no
A better opportunity for the rank and file seamen of picture directors, actors, authors, Berlin, the biographer says his William Green celebrated the
for
land
to
clear
them
forced
then
other
all
in
jump
hig
immediate prospect of one.
the East and Gulf coasts to rid themselves of their ob- and playwrights can breathe easily sales took a
"blessings of liberty and freedom" him.
countries.
splenPaul
Legion
this
and
Dr.
coming,
to
For the public's information, we again repeat that the
American
time
according
long
and
a
be
America,
will
In
the
Germany,
machine
noxious
in
Winfield Anderson, one of
W. Colmery Negroes, testified that none of the questions of preferential hiring, cash for overtime work,
who announced
Harry
Goebbels,
Commander
not
must
Joseph
to
fakers
the
blow
death
a
dealing
of
did chance
stated: "We do not deny the right prisoners received food for three the eight-hour day for sea-faring employes and the sixbefore the annual meeting of the
be muffed.
of free speech and peaceable as- (Nye and that they were kept at
Reich Culture Chamber last week
hour day for longshoremen, are not all of the demands of
fifty
back
look
is
pararanks
could
the
of
sembly to any person or any night. in a barred and guarded
Unity
nobody
is
necessary.
ion
that
Organizat
cresuppress
that
to
say
unions. They are the basic,—the fundamental dethe
force
and
group, or use
stockade.
mount. A program formulated by the active rank and file years from now Nazi Germany had
and statements we
theories
in
those
genius
pointed
ative
so
e
to which the unions have backed up, step by step,
mands
circumstanc
Every
rh
which will be easily understood by every member is the been "pestered and Martyred by
despise."
toward guilt that Judge Martineau in an effort to avoid a tie-up. To recede beyond this point,
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.—Denext step. With this accomplished the National Maritime critical gadflies."
But while the convention was in sent back the jury which was
beyond the basic demands for which the unions struck,
an hour,
$1
of
rate
flat
a
manding
thinkwishful
of
realm
air
the
progress, ten striking seamen divided on a verdict. The judge
Federation is taken out of
While Hitler nodded agreement,
artists
before
stand
demands would be
who
and
arrested
models
picketing docks were
said: "It is my opinion he should would be fatal. To concede these
Goebbels forbade criticisms henceing and becomes an immediate reality.
for hours at a
postures
various
for
In
"profanity,
piece
were formed and
a
which
g
the
theatri$20
unions
virtually disbandin
fined
be found guilty."
forth in Germany of any
time threatened to go on strike unlawful assembly and resisting
a
with
effort.
back
literary
came
jury
or
The
and actual blood-.
of
work
artistic,
kind
by
the
hardest
cal,
developed
week.
arrest." Three persons handing verdict of guilty for Peaches and
Germany's artists were last
of
Most
the fact that
e
recognize
everywher
Another A. F. of L. convention has passed, leaving be- compelled to flee from their na- In addition to the pay raise out charts showing the number of although he was sentenced to two shed. Labor .leaders
drafty
is
and
cold
suicidal. They recoghind it an unenviable record. It goes down in history as tive land when Hiller rose to they demand that
lynchings and labor arrests during year's imprisonment he was placed abandonment of these principles
and that
eliminated
by
the
be
up
picked
rooms
were
the past year
on probation subject to paying a nize that the union's demands are not unjust, but on
one of the worst ever held. Historically it will become the power.
or costumes which they the police in front of the convendrapes
conditions
and
$3,500 fine.
other hand, are no more than the privileges
wretched signpost pointing to the decrepit road of craft The Westdeutscher Beobachter, must use at the whim of the artion hall itself, taken to the poby all . other groups of organized shore-side
unionism in an effort to sidetrack the masses from the official Nazi organ, has asserted tist or art class be decently lice station and ordered to cease
11 enjoyed
the writings of Sigrid Undeet, Danworkers.
broad highway of Industrial Unionism.
Ian ndered.
their activities.
ish novelist and Nobel Prize winStudents' League,
CaliArt
the
the
at
At
employes
The maritime workers should not be denied these cone
of
Striking
unity
the
in
disrupting
high
A new
ner, should "disappear from the
models walked nut when they en- fornia Packing Corporation plant
ditions, simply because a poweyful shipowners' lobby in
the working class was reached in this columns of German newspapers, countered resistance to their deAND SO
by poinformed
were
Tampa
in
Washington can successfully control Congress. And if
confab of "little men." And what were from German libraries, and book mend a.
INTO
lice that they would not be perEl
The following writers
stores."
a
in
hours
doubts that the shipowners are conducting a sucfor
anyone
of
stands
the
in
several
the achievements of this gathering
"A model
OBLIVION
mitted to picket, and
milspends
and their works are barred from chilly and drafty room, then goes
industry
big
While
cessful lobby, let him look at the record. How also could
them were arrested. Later, the atbeautiful surroundyings of Florida, so far Germany: Felichtwanger, Heine,
home and has a cold or a cramp," torney of one of these received an lions of dollars in ballyhooing to
have been made the recipients of huge subsidies,
they
removed from the sordid conditions of a worker's life? Ludwig, Mann, Mehring, Remar- said Leonard Wlengro, chairman of
public its recent "generosity"
anonymous threat of flogging if the
committee.
Werfel,
strategy
strike
operating
Wasserman,
differentials, and loans for ships? Certainly,
the
slightly
It put greater powers into the hands of the A. F. of L. ex- que, Toiler,
in raising workers' wages
he continued his defense work.
interestis
it
bonuses,
not going to step out and hand it to them
is
granting
or
Congress
ecutive council, which consisted of men whose position in
Meanwhile, the prosecution of
figures to see without solicitation.
actual
at
look
to
ing
of
death
the
for
those responsible
life is completely devoid of any resemblance to that of a
wage gains compare with inJoseph Shoemaker, Workers' Alli- how
The mere fact that they do have the right to dip into
worker's. Drawing salaries which make bank presidents
in profits. Besides colunine
crease
pushed.
not
is
organizer,
ance
which they,
propa- the public purse for hundreds of millions,
green with envy, living in the best hotels and consorting
Freedom rings with a still, small upon columns of newspaper
all taxmake
should
pockets,
own
to
their
divert
been
have
reel
a
cleverly
ganda, movie news
with employers, the working class origin of these officials
on May 16, 1.893, in Butte, Mon- voice in Tampa.
Total Marine Workers
steel payers in the country rise up in their collective might and
Smith,
John
happy
showing
remain only as a dim memory. How can they possibly Q. How many maritime trans- tana, following a period of brutal
worker, who plans to buy a new
demand that if this be the truth, then let the shipowners
Tourists Visit Canada
represent the interests of those from whom they have been portation workers are there in the employer and police terrorism in
home and send John Jr. to Harvard
decent food, and establish decent '
United States?—C. C.
separated for so long?
a pay decent wages, serve
the western mines. In its early
Ont., Canada on his 10 per cent raise (after
FALLS,
NIAGARA
diCensus
S.
U.
1930
period the Federation carried on
15 per cent cut some and safe working conditions for their employes.
In legalizing the illegal expulsion of the C.I.O. unions, A. The
st 13,500,000 U. S. previous
vides water transportation work- many valiant struggles for better (FP).—Almo
The fact that the government guarantees that increased
the convention went on record to prevent the organiza- ers into four categories. Census conditions in Colorado, Montana, tourists visited Canada during the months back, which isn't mentionauto
Brown,
Jim
elated
and
ed),
creattion of the unorganized. No matter how and by whom the statistics state there were: 5,643 Idaho, South Dakota and Michigan. first nine months of 1936, making worker who intends to take a leis- operating coast will be subsidized in the interest of
profitable
most
should
marine,
ing and maintaining an adequate merchant
issue is posed, it still is.based upon the question of indus- boatmen, canal men and lock Although affiliation with the A. the season the
increase of urely trip to Paris on his bonus.
24,486 captains, mas- F. of L. was accomplished as early since 1929. With an
keepers;
arouse every citizen and taxpayer to action; it should'
books
would
history
some
have
us
bethrow
Mediocre
unionism.
But cold figures
trial
industry in
and pilots; 78,954 long- as 1896 the Western Federation of 25 per cent the tourist
mates
ters,
rosy pictures. Dur- impel them to demand that until such time as the just delieve that the great schism in the old Catholic church shoremen and stevedores; and 64,1936 is estimated to have a mone- doubt on these
Miners almost immediately withof 1936, mands are met, the government must withhold further
resulted from the issue of icon worship, that it was the 700 sailors and deck hands. This drew when the A. F. of L. con- tary value of $275,000,000. Maybe ing the first eight months
DepartLabor
S.
U.
to
according
stupid question of worshipping idols which split this huge makes a grand total of only 168,- vention failed to give any practical the Dionne quints had something ment statistics, wages rose in the contributions from the National Treasury.
do
it.
with
to
low support to the important strike of
The Public should see to it that the Big Three, Dollar
movement. But even a third grade pupil now understands 782 marine workers, a very estimost important industries from 2.8
figure compared to the recent
at
Colorado,
miners
Leadville,
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Maston Lines and the American-Hawaiian Steamthe
Lines,
over
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economic
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expanper cent to 19
that the main issue was based
mate of the Federal co-ordinator that tune. Reaffiliation did not
work- ship Company are held solely responsible for the present
raises,
these
And
level.
1935
sion of Western Europe.
of transportation which sets the take place until 1911. By 1916 the
ers know well, were wrung from state of affairs. The public should urge the United States
To sidetrack the attention of the membership from the total at some 8(10,000 maritime union had been entirely reorganemployers only through their miliTreasury to foreclose it's mortgages on Dollar Line and
ized and took on the name of Inreal issue is naturally the main concern of MT. Green and employes.
tant struggles.
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same period much more than 19
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in addition, any differential in operating costs if they
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foreign lines.
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Regardless of the great amount of talk and noise, one Q. What was the Western Fed- Employes' Department of the A.
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vessels of more than 50 ,tons from
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operating
when
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not
which
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thing stands out clearly: those who participated in the eration of Miners? Does the or- F. of L.
also considered. A. F. of L. re- California, should not pay taxes on their vessels other than
.
Fedthe
satisfactory
However,
still
ganization
Y.
exist?—T.
A. F. of L. convention and who supported the position of
ports indicate that workers actuai.
A. One of the most militant eration of Federations had existed
those required by the state. This eliminated the city and
the "Old Guard," will live and die with the onus of being unions in the history of the Ameri- only a short time before it finally
ly have lost ground in 1936, sipee
careful search of the statute books by
the average cost of living has gone county taxes, and
the real disrupters of the labor movement and the greatest can Labor movement, the Western coalesced with the Railway Emfrom Page 8)
(Continued
up more than their wages.
obstacle for militant industrial unionism.
Federation of Miners was formed ployes' Department.
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SNAPS PICTURE

Cut Down Wordage!

Without a Card

Philadelphia, Pa.
November 23, 1936.

It is necessary to remind
writers of letters to Rank
and File to keep their communications within a reasonable length. The editorial
250
board
has suggested
words should be sufficient
for anyone with a definite
idea to present to the members of the maritime unions.
If the writers will take just
particular subject in
one
each letter It should not be '
difficult to keep wordage
down. For the sake of what
some one else may have to
say, keep your words down!

"I ougpt to get a large rewaz
Editor:
for never owning a Unto
These pictures are being sent
card;
to you from a striking member of
International Association of
I've
never grumbled, I've nevi
the
S.S.
Panaman.
She
has
been
Machinists, S. F. Lodge No. 68
struck, I've never mixed wit
Every Wednesday, 8 P. M.
tied fast to the dock since Octo01
union truck;
Convention Hall, Labor Temple,
ber 30. I took these snaps with
16th and Capp
Sts.
the express purpose of sending But I must be going, my way t
Executive
win, so open, St. Peter, an
2nd and
them on to you, for you to use
4th MondaysCommittee,
of each month; 8
let
me in."
P. M.; Room 208
A NEW UNION!
GULF FRAME-UP
STRIKE ON THE
GULF PICKETS JAILED them at your own discretion. I St. Peter sat and stroked hi
Labor Temple.
Peter Issak,
of
House
have
been
in
jail,
in
Detention,
fights,
been
New Orleans, La.,
The role which is being played
President.
WATERFRONT
Harry Hook, Business
staff;
New Orleans, La.,
Agent.
Nov. 24, 1936. investigated, all because I had the
by the I.S.U. officials — Hunter,
Seattle, Wash.
T. W. Howard,
Despite his high office, he had t
Financial
See'Ss
Nov.
17,
temerity
Editor:
to
1936.
take
pictures
while
on
Editor:
Grange, Carlson and Co.—in the
E. P. Dillon.
Editor:
'4,101S
Recording See'Y.
laugh.
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Sailor-‘ War Ladies Auxiliary I.L.A. Expose Vancouver Union Men Swing
ieattle Firemen
Definite Lee holman's
oice'Editor Report
Help For Strike
Into Militant Strike Action
Situation
Report
Scab Agency
Defend Paper
1.

waterfront boasts one of the most economal and efficient soup kitchens on the coast. 1500 men eat
—Aro meals per at the cost of 10 cents per man per meal
3ich is pro-rated among the ornlzations.
fire the chief of police if he didn't
—750 members of the Firemen's carry out his orders; speaking beMon are on the beach. The Jack- fore two and three labor mass
n came in the other day which meetings a week; telling the workings the total up to almost 800. era to stay out on strike until the
le Black Gang stand 8-hour hiring ball is granted; addressing
ckets with 48 hours off. This is the students on the University of
flolidered better here than the Washington campus, telling them
ntland system - of four hours on to support organized labor; telling
rd 20 off, and the Frisco system labor that they put him in, that
they are the majority and that he
— six on and 24 off.
The last regular meeting went will protect their interests. Last
---1 record to assess every working week he fixed it so that if the
ember regardless of where he sheriff wanted to evict a striker
ay be working, 20 per cent of for non-payment of rent the landand asked the branches lord would have to post a $60,000
— wages,
bond. Needless to say, organized
") concur.
backs him a hundred perlabor
slearst

The Seattle

,ulapitulatos

cent.

He's the best argument for the
After
need
of a Farmer-Labor municipal,
up,
tied
Factory
Lie
Hearst
,cal
,illie finally capitulated and sign- state, and Federal Government.
i an agreement with the Amerisin Newspaper Guild, which has Concur With
sen characterized by the guild Committee
The Branch concurred, with the
1.44 "mutually satisfactory." The
four months of having the

I

reement,

though lacking many recommendation of the Coastwise
'Dints is significant to organized Policy Committee to permit the
Char because it proves that with Department of Interior to charter

cie organized might of labor, even a few ships for Alaska. The proich powerful tyrants as William posed Ships pay a wage scale of
Rat) Hearst must bargain col $95 per month for firemen, 85

-actively. The agreement has re- cents per hour for overtime, and
ilted in wage increases, vacations have an agreement that in most

'ith pay, and establishing a prec- respects is better than that which
dent for other workers in the is asked for on the offshore yes(caret plants throughout the na- eels. That is the Alaska Packers'

-on to follow. This does not mean,
owever that the boycott by the
wine unions will be lifted,
1 Mayor Dore of Seattle continues
l.) pledge and give active support
* nions. The
p the Waterfront U
iettotionaries in the city have initituted legal proceedings against
lolinnie Dore to recall him as
iayor. They charge him with
and advocating armed
Ourrection," "preparing the ellliens for revolution, etc." (1
of the
Mill know he

organizing

was one

Association agreement.
Every union demand
granted.

is

being

The King-Ramsay-Conriere Detense Committee has tripled its
collections for the last week and
cover all organize-.
continues
dons. The Local Committee is
contemplating publishing a pamph•

to

let dealing with' the developments
in the case.

The regular order of business
was suspended to permit Brother
Mayes; Editor of the VOICE, to
address the meeting on the status
of the VOICE OF TfIE FEDERATION. Brother Mayes pointed
out the growth of the VOICE from
a six page paper to its present
size of ten pages, also the doubling of the circulation, which' have
been accomplished since he took
over the position as Editor. He
also stated that due to the fact
that the paper is embracing more
news of the struggles of the
workers, it is spreading inland as
well as in the Seaports.
All this has been accomplished
In the face of all the obstacles
confronting the Editor. He states
he is the subject of whispering
campaigns from a certain group
which maliciously are concentrating their efforts to not only undermine his character but also disrupt
advancement of the VOICE. He
explained that on several occasions when he attempted to attend Union Meetings in order to
explain his position to the rank
and file the door was slammed
shut.
He thanked the meeting for the
privilege to speak.
The membership of the Sailors
Union, who know that the VOICE
OF THE FEDERATION is our
official organ, who helped to build
it, who watched it grow to its
present size, and who are convinced of the present Editor's
ability and sincerity, gave Brother
Mayes a standing vote of confidence before he departed.
Brother Harry Lundeberg was
not present at the Meeting as he
had departed for Seattle to speak
at a Maritime Strike Mass Meeting.

Committee
Report

Strike

splendid

in this report it was brought
support of the
With the
out
that more and more ships are
Gulf
seamen on the East Coast,
tied up daily, the picket line inand the French and 13ritish long-

shoremen, we can't lose! If we creasing. In the Gulf and on the
pulling together, we'll East Coast the boys, faced with
chases Out
soen begin to warm her up and great odds, are putting up a splenomrnittoo
Chasstand by for a "full ahead' to a did battle. The rank and file
are:
crimes
Some of his
movement is gaining momentum
ag a committee of 50 business new and better agreement, and a
and the fakers who in the past
Federation!
calling
Maritime
stronger
and
office
his
Out
Of
0,012
have sold out and throttled the
Fraternally yours,
hem "a bunch of scab herders";
voice of the rank and file, will be
WALTER STACK,
ledging to keep ail armed guards
eliminated,
On the West Coast
Correspondent.
to
Meal
if the waterfront; threatening
our picket line will remain solid
and prepared.

?ore)

continue

Definite progress is being made
by the Women's Auxiliary of the
In accordance with the underMaritime Federation in strike aid
standing that was reached beand in our own organization.
Speakers before community clubs tween the Warehousemen's Union,
and church and women's groups .Local 38-44 ILA and the warereport a very favorable reception. house employers at the meeting at
More than 200 families are receiv- Mayor ROSSI'S office on Friday,
ing. food supplies at the commis- November 27, the Warehousemen's
sary which is being operated by Union immedistely began the cornour auxiliary and the Ladies' Aux- pila.tion of a list of steady and
casual men that would he affected
iliary of the I.L.A., 38-12.
by any agreement which might be
subA request to with-hold ship
sidies has been sent to President, reached for these houses.
The Warehousemen's Union has
Roosevelt by the auxiliary.
Although several new members just about completed this list of
were obtained at the last meeting steady and casual employees of
there is room for lots more. At the commercial houses and cold
present. there is no initiation fee. storage houses and will submit
The next meeting will be Decem- these to the employers.
ber 9 at 8:00 p. m. at the regular• In the list submitted by the em-meeting place at 86 Seneca Street. ployers there are , a number of
All women relatives of men in inaccuracies with examples of
unions affiliated to the Maritime men employed as long as eleven
Federation are invited to attend years omitted from the list. We
and join. Tell your family of the. believe this to be an oversight on
meeting—their interest and partic- the part of the employers and
ipation will build the auxiliary and hope to clear this up as soon as
strengthen th'e Maritime Federa- possible through a meeting with
tion. Signs are being put up in all the employers' committee.
union halls reminding the men of
At a special' meeting of the
the auxiliary meetings.
workers of commercial wareFraternally,
houses, cold storage houses and
mills together with the casual men
PUBLICITY COMMITTEE,
Mrs. Ernest Fox. held on Sunday, November 29, the
resolution was passed against the
Institution of any differential of
pay between steady and casual
employees doing similar work. The

Crew Members
went on record as oppossed
Asked to Help toUnion
different rates of pay for the
work regardless of whether
Sailor's Mother same
the man is a casual employee or
a steady worker.

San Francisco, Considerable interest was exNovember 12, 1936. pressed by the men in the manner
in which Lee Holman, head of
Secretary,
strike-breaking recruiting agency,
Seamen's Institute,
San Pearce California.
obtained the addresses of ourUnion men. It was explained that
Dear Sir:
I am attorney for Mrs. Minnie these addresses had been turned
Yates, mother of J. H. (or G. H.) over to Lee Holman by Mr. Bailey,
Yates, who died at Longview, Secretary of the Warehouse AssoWashington on March 4, 1935, as ciation of the Port of San Frana result of injuries he received cisco. • Mr. Howell, Chairman of
when he fell down a hatch, while this Association, had previously
working as a seaman aboard the stated that the turning over of
S. S. Watsonville, of the Ham- this list was a mistake. However, Lee Holman has continued
mon Lumber Company.
to
Rend these men anti-Union literMrs. Yates is quite aged, and
without funds, and I am doing ature and has attempted to recruit
them as strikebreakers. In adwhat I can to secure to her some
compensation for the death of her dition, committees from Holman's
son. However, I am somewhat office have visited these men perhandicapped in the fact that I sonally. The workers in these
have no information as to the industries have expressed the becircumstances of the accident, or lief that continued activity on the
part of Mr. Holman was bound to
the names of any witnesses who
to violence inasmuch as
lead
were present aboard ship, such as
members of the crew, etc. There- these continual visits to their
fore, I am writing you to ask home and intimidation of their
whether you can help me in any wives will result in considerable
way, by giving me the names, and friction.
present addresses of any members The meeting went 011 record as
of the crew who were aboard the requesting the employers that they
S. S. Watsonville at the time of issue a public statement renouncthe accident. In this connection, ing any connection with Lee HolI thought perhaps you might main. man or being party to Lee Holtam n a list of nee men who shipped man's efforts to recruit strikebreakers.
on that vessel at that time.
I can assure you that any inQuick Strike Wins
formation you can furnish me with
reference to the names and ad- TORONTO, Ont., Canada (FP).
dress of witneeses, and circum- —A quick strike of one hour's
stances of the accident, will be of duration of 30 employes of White
great value to Mrs. Yates and my- & Sons, cleaners and dyers, won
self. In the event you cannot reinstatement of three employes
give me this information, I will who had been discharged for
appreciate it very much if you union activity. The strike was
will advise me who I can write 100% solid.
to to get this information.
The thought occurs to me also, Thanking you for an early reply,
that inquiry of the members of I am
Very truly yours,
your organization, at one of your
meetings, might result in locating
HARRY J. STANSFIELD,
someone who was with Yates at
11 Sutter Bldg..,
the time he was injured.
Telephone SU 4138

I.L.A. Local No. 38-126 has at last swung into step,
and hit the picket line yesterday morning. Owing to the
particular situation here perhaps a brief explanation might

fusing to pass through the p:cliast
Great excitement and indecision prevails all along the
waterfront and we are expecting
a break in the ranks of the Company men any time, that might
develop into a stampede.,
Provincial and City Police are
massed along the waterfront but
so far no disorder has been reported. We had expected our
picket line to be attacked by
Isa.scist gangsters, but apparently
they are afraid of arousing the
whole labor movement and are
laying off for the time being. We
have publicly announced a peaceful picketing policy and will tolerate no provocations, Any viaonce will be started by employers
agents, but we propose to defend
ourselves as best we can.

be in order.
ief
The Charter was installed here However, Organizer Dietrich
last June amongst those who had came up next and learned more
got back on the job on Coastwise about the situation and we began
work, because it was next to im- to find Out where we stood., Then
possible to organize the deep sea Secretary Meehan came up and
men who had to work out of the straightened us out. Guess we
deserved the bawling out he gave
Fink Hall.
As soon as the Charter was in- us but we feel that we could have
stalled a controversy arose as to been kept better informed and
the method to be adopted for or- more guidance given to us as a
new local.
ganizing the waterfront.
Although the Charter covered all However, here we are on the
classes of longshore work, it was picket line again, over 300 strong
argued by some, that to attempt already. Seems kinda familiar too,
to establish jurisdiction over deep after six months of it last year.
sea work would result in die- The blacklisted deep sea men are
criminatory action by the Ship- giving us full support and so are
ping Federation against the 1.L.A. the newly chartered inland Boat- Heed Financial
on the work they already had. men's Union.
The crew of the New Zealand Support
Others held that the only way in
One thing badly
here is
"Limerick" was ,the first financial support asneeded
M.V.
which to protect these jobs and
most
of the
of
support
in
the Local was to organize the crew to take action
boys
have
not
been
much
getting
deep sea work. Some had the the strike. They adopted the work and over 50% were already
unanimously:
idea that the conditions under following resolution
on relief. We are circularizing all
the Charter was granted "That we, members of the crew local unions, but, of course, have
confined the Local to Coastwise of the M.V. "Limerick," will in the 'hardly had time to get results.
event of scab labor being used in Any one down that way who has
work,
the
future to load or unload cargo; more money than they need, could
Clamor for
That we down tools immediately put it
to good use by sending it
Action
we refuse to sail with along.
and
The blacklisted deep sea men scab that
cargo in the event of it
Will try to make regular reperts
from last year's strike were being loaded notwithstanding the
throughout the strike.
clamoring for some action that down tools policy."
A. G. BELL,
would build the I. L. A. and give
H. TAYLOR.
them a chance to re-establish "Unionize the
Publicity
Committee:
Local
themselves.
Waterfront"
Delegates sent up by the Dis- Several other crews in port are 38-126.
trict Executive failed to get a expected to follow suit. The strike
Construction Low
true picture of the situation, prior. here is mainly an organizational
CHICAGO (PP) — Building conto Brother Collins visit,
strike. Our slogan is, "Unionize struction in Chicago was 12.6 per
The sum total of all these con- the Waterfront." We are appealflictions was that the Local did ing to the members of the Corn- cent of normal in October, the
state department of labor says.
practically nothing towards or- Deny Unions to come off the job
ganizing the waterfront.
and join the I.L.A. Some 30 men
SAN PEDRO
The Shipping Federation resent- answered the call on the first
ed the presence of an I.L.A. Local day, and an undetermined numWhen in San Pedro—See
in the port, realizing that it repre- ber failed to report for work, resented the legitimate trade union
AL MILLER
movement and might spring into
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life at some future time to upset L'a
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The
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(Master Barbers Union)
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and
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Pedro Local of the A.R.T.A. To date 76 A.R.T.A. mem- on Monday afternoons instead of
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should
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Seamen's
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strike
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to
us
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ire unknown. The Picket Commit- also provided daily at an excellent
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relief
by
conkitchen
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e continues its
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them; that no strike could be
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BOXING BENEFIT FOR STRIKERS

Covering San Pedro
By Joseph O'Conner
And Roy Farrell
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San Pedro,Strike
Bound Waterfront

By BEN BENDER
By C. H. Jordan
M.F.O.W., No. 579; E ast Coast, No. 6517.
The shipowners strategy is obvious:
to leave the ships
Any observer who might visit the various offices now
idle until the
force of public opinion
Sated i.aenadt There is very little change in Hollywood and Dick Giblin, the
operating in the San Pedro vicinity in connection with
situation
since
last
the
strike
nightingale
of
moulded by their intensive propaganda, causes
the
Belmont
Cafe.
genel h e great
strike activities in the Maritime dispute, would be willing
general public to demand them
week's edition. The Only excepElmer Bruce, Chairman of the
to admit that the Union machineryxs
of the ports and the retions being the descent on Mexi- Joint Central Strike Committee
radio broadcasts. But these methIn force in Southern California became helplessly intoxicated and
sumption of the normal flow
of ods, as well as the VOICE OF can ports by foreign lines who took part in an open forum debate
leaves
little or nothing to be de- were robbed of their funds.
commerce and industry.
handle their cargo there, over KFAC last Sunday evening.
THE FEDERATION and the vari- expect to
sired in the way of efficiency
The shipowners
With the efficient operation of
To
perishables.
Representing the shipowners' side
began to issue ous union bulletins, have practic- especially the
and rapidity of carrying out the the Union Patrol since the start
their publicity
'before the strike ally no circulation among the gen- some extent their efforts are meet- of the debate was Mr. Foisie of
objectives of the Maritime Unions of the Maritime dispute, such inbegan, and since then
the Seattle Waterfront Employers.
it has grown eral public. This is insufficient. ing with success.
s
toa
ion brilliantly successful conclu- stances have decreased enormous-,
in volume,
The soldiers are still in evidence Brother Bruce handled his end of
intensity and vicious- Local publicity cannot nullify naly. Today, on the Pacific Coast,
ness. Their propaganda,
the
in
Mexioan
but
the
ports
the
business in a very efficient
has been tional propaganda.
Practically every phase of Union the waterfronts and seaport towns
disseminated through
unions there are bending all ef- and capable manner and missed
in a n
requirement in the offices and on present an astonishing appearance
Our only weapon against the
agencies—
forts to close the ports and they no bets whatsoever. Come down
newspa.pers, national
the waterfront is covered by some of sobriety that has perhaps never
shipowners' propaganda is favorradio
hope to have their efforts crowned and see us sometime, Mr. FOisie,
broadcasts, the Industrial
committee assigned for the pur- before been witnessed in the hisAt San Pedro champion boxers staged a benefit for maritime pickets.
Association, Chambers of Com- able national publicity. Naturally with success in the very near fu- and take another trouncing!
pose, Although there is plenty of tory of labor organizations. The .
we cannot get this through the
merce, city
Reading
from left to right—Bud Taylor, Fidel La Barba, Billy Papke,
ture.
The unions of Los Angeles,
mayors, and many rehelp, all hands are kept busy day Union Patrol has undoubtedly prenewspapers
who
depend
upon
the
actionary civic and fraternal orTo help combat this move on Hollywood, Long Beach, Wilming- Mushy Callahan, Tommy Ryan, Tommy O'Brien, Al McCoy, and Jackie
and night, and to a man, are show- vented many irresponsible individ.
advertising of shipowners, shipganization S.
the part of the foreign lines, the ton and San Pedro are rallying to Fields.
ing a fine spirit of courage, deter- uals from becoming involved in
pers and industrialists for their
All this has been
Central Strike Committee here the support of the striking Marivery effective.
mination rind enthusiasm in a clashes with the civil police force.
profits, but it is possible to buy
The World War
has sent a proposition to the mem- time Workers with financial and
proved the effic- time
labor that all seem to 'understand Many acts of violence have been
on the large national radio
acy of
bership of the striking unions moral assistance which is highly
will , assist, vastly in improving prevented,' and tear gas bombs
in large propaganda administered networks and have our own speakdoses to the masses by
which has to do with refusing to appreciated by the striking unions.
their living and working conditions and other firearms have lost their
the above
ers and sympathizers of promiwater or bunker any more vessels
We announce with deep regret
mentioned agencies. But
to a standard that the American former brutal importance.
nence acquaint the public with the
there are
and also to discontinue the pre- the death in an auto aeident of
other phases of the
workers can be justly proud of
true
facts
of
the
case.
The
public
shipowners' publicity plan.
vailing practice of handling bag- Leonard Farley,, member of the
A must
Discover "Wanted"
having achieved.
know that the strike was
Whispering
vessels.
gage,
etc.,
incoming
Marine
from
Firemen's Union. Farley
campaign has been carThe situation in Vancouver is encouraging. The 350
Men
forced upon us and the public
ried on not
Unions
Form
only among the genIn the course of their duty, the
This will also mean the dis- will be remembered as the boy men on the picket line are in good spirits and have every
when the shipowners demanded
era] Public
but within our own
Union Patrolmen have been reservice who made the investigation of the confidence in a victory this time. We have the men on the Committees
continuance
of
water
taxi
that we abolish our hiring halls
Lacking the heavy financial reranks as well,
sponsible for the discovery of sevthe purpose of
incoming ves- hiring on the Panama Pacific job in a state of grsat confusion.
and return to the old slave mar- and tug service to
sources enjOyed by the shipownwhich has been
Lines
"Pennsylvania"
which
had
to make our leaderal "wanted" criminals who have
Our problem here is entirely dif- existent. Still, in spite of all these
Special
attention is being
sels.
ket, crimp and fink hall days.
ers, the Unions have utilized their
ership appear to
been at large scouring the waterbe insincere agipaid to vessels arriving from Brit- the efect of reusing the company ferent from that of the rest of the handicaps we have been able to
Once
the
facts
are
known---the
large
membership
to
form
com- fronts
tators, anarchists,
to do all their shopping from the coast. We are trying to get the men
endeavoring to Pick tip
foreign
agents,
ish
Columbia
for
bunker
and
waPut
over
our
propaganda
to
the
exand
shipowners' rotten tactics, their
mittees and man power to tackle
everything but what they are
some easy money by robbing seaAll the foregoing actions, of halls from that time on. Happy on the job to come off and join tent that we believe we could get a
tie-up with the racketeering East ter.
an
efficient
handling
of
problems
—able, sincere
men who have been paid off from
and bona fide trade
the picket line. So far only about, majority to break and join us
course, in keeping with the policy Landing, Brother!
Coast officials, who have recentV
which have solved the important
union leaders.
The ranks are tight, the rank 30 men have come off, but hunIn line with this
their
vessels. Throughout the day
of
San
Pedro,
will
be
contingent
we could only get some definite, matters of providing relief, transheel exposed and discredited, and
have been the
and night, groups of Union Paattempts to frame
on the expression of the member- and file on their toes, ready for dreds are ready to make the break authoritative statement from ofthe huge government subsidies
portation and the cost of handMilitant union leaders
trolmen can be observed at all
and memunions, if the whatever may happen. Bring on as soon as they can be convinced ficial sources, that would answer
bers like
they are going to receive—most ship of the various
ling the great volume of office
your
Earl King and the Moshipowners!!
Union headquarters, docks, railand
that
is bonatide
Central
that
our
offer
recommendation
of
the
their
questions
and
counteract
of the public will be on our side,
Work connected with the affairs
desto boys, in
road stations, street car and hue
order to discredit
stand be- Shipping Federation propaganda.
Coast
will
the
Strike
Committee
is
approved,
rest
of
the
the unions
of tha Maritime workers.
in the public eye and demanding that the government there will be a very definite
stopping places, cafes, relief kitchhind us in the strike settlement.
withdraw the subsidies until such
brand them
We put over a broadcast here on
The committees now function- ens, bars, 8810ons, pool halls, bar.
as gangsters, murtightening of the lines in this port.
called a mass meeting last
We
Friday, November - 2 7, Brother ing are handling such important
derers, agitators, saboteurs and time as the shipowners agree to
her shops, night clubs, hotels,
night for all longshoremen working French
the like.
collective bargaining with their Relief
doing the spoiling. It went phases as Picketing, Ways and
Kitchen
street corners and between blocks,
although
on
the
and
waterfront
employes, as guaranteed by our
over good, and the public here aro Means, Relief, Publicity, TransJust as soon
Efficient
armed only with the intention to
as the paid Press
there was a fair attendance, the
has
just beginning to learn what it ss portation, Communications and a render
succeeded in establishing the present government and approved
service to their Union
scaring
The
continues
to
in
relief
succeeded
kitchen
employers
all about. We expect a good ra- mass of other problems that re- brothers.
Shipowners as the innocent vic- by the greatest vote of the peo- function in the usual efficient
away most of the men by spreadtims of
ple ever recorded in an American
financial
sponse to our appeal for
late themselves to those commitlabor racketeers, gangmanner. About 24,000 meals being
ing propaganda that any man who
election.
"Maritime Strike
support. The question of strike tees.
Btera and agitators, the public
in the past week and all
Shipping
issued
will
would
be
fired,
attended
begin to
The strike would then be won,
News"
relief will soon be one of our bigPage
1)
from
(Continued
clamor for the opening
Kitchen Feeds
An official publication of the
of the ports.
the shipowners forced to capitu- hands in this port are well satis- Green indicated that no such thing Federation police were parked jn gest problems as the most of OW'
Then the shipowners
4,000
San Pedro Joint Central Strike
will assert
late before the force of public fied with the fare. We owe a lot would occur, and piously an- close proximity to the meetiag members have not been making
A splendid
Maritime Relief
that, in response to
to the Marine Cooks' & Stewards'
place.
very much money and are by no Kitchen is feeding nearly 4000 Committee is issued by the Puboverwhelming public demand and opinion, a power against which who are doing yeoman service and nounced that the next move was
intimidation,
methods
of
Such
licity Committee daily and IS
no group or even government has
as a civic
means recovered from the effects seamen daily.
up to the 0.1.0.
About 400 men
duty, they .have been
linked up with propaganda to the
known as the "maritime Strike
.eVer been able to withstand when working- their heads off to keep
forced to hire
spent
months
on
the
six
of
the
The
certain
inpresident
a
of
can be fed at one sitting in a
armed guards and
News." The bulletin, distributed
once aroused. I believe that this the kitchen on its present effi- ternational union, who refused to effect that the strike settlement picket line last year.
utilise the
Messhall that is 'spotlessly clean.
armed forces of the
the
will not include B. C. Locals, that
free each morning on the streets
is .essential for the quick con- cient. running basis. Since
Pacific Coast cities
strike
bullemailed
our
We
have
permit
his
used,
exname
be
to
Besides
varicontributions from
and states to
Clear the way
sumation. of a successful Strike. day when the first emergency re- pressed the position of the A.P. the Shipping Federation here lois tins regularly, to all the larger ous Los Angeles Labor Unions to seamen and the general public,
for strikebreakers
lief kitchen was opened by the
Shipowners'
agreement
with
the
an
This
propaganda is the only atand scabs.
I.L.A. Locals on the coast, and re- and other Unions in the Southern covers the latest developments in
of L. leaders when he confided
tack upon us since the strike, with Belmont Cafe at 527 So. Beacon that no industrial union depart. Association to that effect and that quested that they send us theirs, California area that may shortly the Maritime dispute, acquaintThis vicious
propaganda should
has
the Canadian Government will inthe public with the reasons for
be vigorously
the exception of the banana fiasco Street, the Relief Committee
but so far not one local has re- amount to almost $1000 daily, do- ing
meat would be •termed in the
counteracted by the
performed
wonders
the
swift
by
tervsne in any attempt to establish
the dispute and giving a truthful
what
is
Maritime Federation of the Pa- which we won, and so far we
know
don't
We
eponded.
nations of groceries, vegetables,
manner in which they swing Into A.F. of L. because this would U. S. West Coast wages, hours and
daily account in brief items of the
have made no adequate defense
eitie through
going on down there except for meat, ice, gasoline and oil are recarry with it the "danger" of
a Central Publicity
big
kitchen
on
action
and
put
the
task
C.,
makes
in
B.
our
•
conditions
conditions under which American
what we read In the papers. We ceived daily from various mercommittee acting for all the against it. Our defense must be a working basis. Two hotels are Introducing a large number of
seamen have to live and work
of organizing these men very C4national, not local in scope.
unions On the
ask you, is that a fair way to treat chants. Gasoline pumps and cafe
coast, and the only
also being operated by the com- unskilled workers into the fed. ficult.
aboard American Merchant Marine
Way it can
against
a
is
up
local
that
eration,
a
new
who
would
impatient
be
equipment has been loaned. Farmbe done ;s by conmittee, the "Del Mar" and the
vessels. Frequent radio talks by
In addition to these difficulties,
tacting the
general Public, preferEngland's Unemployment "Mason" with a capacity of 500 of the policies of the federation this port is jammed full of diverted tough situation? B. C. Is on the ers are supplying truckloads of experienced seamen and longs'noreably
38-126
Locals
Coast
and
heads
and
Pacific
would
soon
threaten
few
vegetables in return for a
through a national radio
bunks all told.
br
ships and every man is working
men keep the public informed on
LONDON (FP).—October unemtheir supremacy.
Vancouver, B. C., and 38-130. Vic- hours labor done by gangs of seaoadcasts.
the highest earnmaking
Marine matters. The installation
time,
fun
To date
Britain
District
ploymen
figures
in
Great
belong
to
Action
taken
do
on
C.,
toria,
13.
progressive
Committee
arBenefit
Boxing
Show
men.
A
Boxing
the Publicity Commitof a teletype system provides
tee hap
ings of a lifetime. The majority
resolutions in
the com38, I.L.A. And the shipowners are ranges prize fights from which a
For Strikers' Relief
operated solely through are given out as 1,612,000.
rapid communication between all
the men now working were strikepletely
This
you.
reactionary
fight
role
ports
to
Pamphlets, bulletins, speakers to
the
these
A.F.
using
proceeds
certain
amount
of
the
The highlight of the week, per.
18 months
or
ports on the Pacific Coast,
of L. is now playing in the breakers within the past
ganized labor groups and
is the back door to the whole Coast. goes to the Strike Fund. Although
lisps, was the benefit Boxinglocal
consciousness
union
trade
and
any
............................ .....................................1E'
Wrestling Show to aid the strike American labor movement, thy- in their mind is practically non- We are trying to close this door, finances are in a fairly healthy
hut we want some help and en- condition it is nevertheless imOpen All
relief fund staged under the aus- log lip-service to a move for legisAmusement
Gymnasium
lation
30-hour
for
the
week,
the
coura.gement. How about it broth- portant that contributions conNight
Lunches
pices of the Central Strike Comconvention again ducked the probers? Are we in the family or not? tinue in order to carry this undermittee.
taking to a successful conclusion.
STEAKS OUR SPECIALTY
Let's hear from you.
The show was staged by brother lem of eonstitutional amendment
Formerly THE REFEREE
to enable passage of legislation
Taking all' this into consideration,
628 S. W.
W.
Lake
1606
We
WINE
Never
Close.
BEER
yours,
Fraternally
the
member
of
Tommy
O'Brien,
2nd Avenue
AT. 8049
the general public by their help1115 FIRST AVE. Seattle
A. G. BELL,
PORTLAND, ORE.
Marine Firemen's Union here and assuming decent minimum hours
Service
Call
Triangle
................ ... ..... ..........................,............Es Phone EL. 9370
Paul Delaney former NBA world's lightweight by referring it to the executive
ful actiOns indicate they are very
W. TAYLOR,
Meals :: Sandwiches :: Chili
council.
much in sympathy with American
champion. Tommy worked like a
Free Delivery
Publicity Committee, Local 38Resolutions condemning Hearst
in general and the Marine
labor
PHONE SE. 9971
trojan to, make the show a success.
Vancouver, B. C.
126,
and
asking
a
M.C.&S1
boycott
of
his
publiMember
Buckley,
workers
in particular.
Louis
(Continued from Page 1)
The show was promoted in a short
cations was referred back to the
dockers refused to work them.
11/2 Blocks
this
of
time,
but
despite
space
Hospital
from Terminal No. 1
UNION HOUSE
executive council on the grounds
In France the boycott against
fact it was a huge success and
WINE - STEAKS - BEER
Established
For Union Men
that it would interfere with the
A First Aid Hospital has been American ships is extending daily,
$1750.00
for
the
made
upwards
of
ENTERTAINMENT
freedom of the press—this in the
established in a building donated and if J. P. Ryan, I.L.A. head, who
relief fund. Our hats are off to
WHEN IN SEATTLE
face of the numerous strikes this
rent free by the owner. Two hes threatened to boycott the inyou Tommy!
last year of the Newspaper Guild,
doctors, a dentist, nurses and an coming French liner Champlain in
Refreshment You'll Like
There were eight classy amateur
Formerly at Pier 4
1717 N.W.
an .A.F. of L. affiliate, against
orderly have donated their serv- retaliation, actually does so, he
17th Ave., Portland
boxing bouts providing plenty of
105 Railroad Ave.
Choice Food
Hearst newspapers.
day and night. Since the hos- will be only further exposed as a
ices
battle
The
outstanding
action.
Well Prepared
The convention also refused to
..................................................................
pital .has been in operation, nearly shipowners' agent, striking seaand
between
Ray
that
Ima
being
E.
•••
Don 't Forget Old
adopt a resolution condemning the
SILVER SPRINGS
800 cases have been treated, most- men say.
Friends
Tommy Olidaries who stood toe to
CABS & LIMOUSINES
"cruel and unusual persecution of
LOUIE, MARCO & JOHNNY
Mexican unions have informed
ON TAP
ly for stomach and intestinal comtoe and slung leather from the
the Scottsboro boys," because trial
Promptly Served
maritime
unions that their policy
!MO
plaints.
had
the
final
bell
and
word
go
to
HOUSE
UNION
ONLIGHT
of the boys is still pending in
& g
men are doing duty in will conform to the wishes of the
Marine
Each
the
rolling
in
the
aisles.
fans
meet
A place where sailors
urnside, Portland
Alabama, and "this convention
the various Maritime Federation Joint Central Strike Committee.
bout was refereed by a former
PORTLAND
Sailors' Paradise
Seattle, Wash.
95 Seneca St.
should not inject itself upon a
.... SCABS NOT
activities as radio speakers, pub- Meanwhile word has come that the
each
of
whom
world's
champion,
Nick
Thomas,
Manager
eal
-;
Near I. S. U. Hall
due process of law until it be................. .......................................0
.. WELCOM.
licity men, clerks, teletype opera- Mexican chauffers' union are revolunteered their services to aid
...01=00.1.10.=1111,11.11.11.04=111.041M1.011111.1111M4/4111.04111100111104
comes evident that the legal and
tors, special duty- men, union pa- fusing to transport passengers to
the strike relief.
constittitional rights are being in
0
men, chauffeurs, messengers, the scab ship Santa Elena. Docktrol
Meals
Beer
Tobacco
We take this occasion to assure
Close to the Front
vaded."
cook, gasoline station attendants, ers have removed no cargo from
Maw and Laura's
them that their generous cooperaAloof from the struggles of
I
auto repair men, water taxi men this ship.
tion will not soon be forgotten. labor in Europe, aloof from the
St.
117
James
warehousemen.
and
A new break in the shipowners'
We refer to Fidel La Barba, vast industrial population of Amer- g Beer, Wine, Chili, Hamburgers
2nd and W. Burnside
Voice of the Federation on Sale
ENTERTAINMENT
E
ranks
has brought 3 more comAve.
14251/2 First
Mushy Callahan, Tommy Ryan, ica, \scornful of the plight of the
No Strikebreaking
17th Ave., N.W., at 1st Canine
has been panies to grant the strikers' des
Phone ELlot 92461
Pavlick.
resistance
Wm.
CLEAN ROOMS
Seattle
far,
no
So
Mclet
Jackie
Fields,
Al
and
Pike
Bud
Taylor,
a
From Terminal No. 1
unorganized workers, absolutely in.
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VOICE of the FEDERATION

'age Eight

- Owners Cheat Tax
(Continued from Page 4)

tttorneys fails to reveal any law which requires such coinlanies to pay any taxes on their vessels. This amendment
.s to be in force until 1955.
I In other words, not a single steamship company operk iting vessels registered in California, pays any taxes on
hose vessels to the state, or to any city or county within
_the state.
So we have this picture:
The steamship companies get their vessels from the
government for little or nothing. They secure a government mail contract which pays for the cost of the fuel
consumed for the voyage. They get an operating differential from the government if they are in competition with
foreign lines. If they need new tonnage, Uncle Sam will
build and sell them the ships, allowing them twenty years
(twice the average life of a steel steamer) in which to pay
—for them, at an absurdly low rate of interest. If they are
registered in California, no taxes are payable on them.
How long is the public going to stand for this state of
affairs? The unions would like to know.

WHAT, NO BANANAS?

4.•

Because it was so different, the "San Pedro Banana Party" bids fair
lid 00 down in history along with the "Boston Tea Party"—the cargo
lof tea was unloaded!

lUnion Heads Halt Rumors
At Portland, Oregon

Biting the Hand

Owners Plot New
Marine Chains

Manager Contradicts
"Confession" Of
Wallace

(Continued from Page 1)

motives of a union-smashing drive been more poorly
veiled. Although the Maritime Commission has legally
been in existence barely one month and has made only a
farcical gesture at making the complete and impartial "investigation" of maritime conditions with which it was
charged, it is already demanding fundamental changes in
the basic legislation. The Commission is overplaying its
hand. To be sure, this further labor-strangling legislation
has been carefully planned for a long time. But the "impartial investigation" was intended to lay the base for
further moves by creating the proper atmosphere and
diverting public attention from the real motives behind the
recent acts of Congress. Inasmuch as the Commission has
made no honest attempt to conduct an adequate investigation, it evidently has discovered that this subterfuge
would be too cumbersome and even dangerous, since many
unsavory facts about the shipowners and the bureaus
charged with enforcing safety at sea regulations might
not easily be suppressed.
More Teeth In Copeland Act
But to return to the proposed legislative changes as
listed by the Journal of Commerce, there are several other
points which utterly expose all the so-called "progressive"
features of the new subsidy legislation as a huge and hideous joke. It is to be remembered that a few clauses were
inserted into the subsidy bill as bait for "liberal" votes
and to make the $100,000,000 plum for the shipowners
more palatable to the public. Now that the purpose of
establishing basic legislation has been accomplished, the
Maritime Commission hopes to make short shrift of the few
clauses which were necessary to get the legislation passed
and which slightly curbed the rapaciousness of the profit
hungry shipowners.
These are among the new proposals:
"Repeal of the so-called 'Lobby' law set out in Section 807 of the act.
"Liberalization or abolition of the provisions providing
for 'recapture' of shipbuilders' profits in excess of 10 per
cent.
"Broadening of the base for calculation of operating
differential subsidies."
Section 807 does not prohibit the lobbying by shipowners but does attempt to make their lobbyists declare themselves and file statements of their expenses. And now the
Maritime Commission desires again to throw the protective cloak of obscurity upon the subversive and highlypaid activities of the long notorious shipowners' agents
who have had their hand in on all anti-labor, ship-subsidy
and war-preparedness legislation!
Examination of the "recapture" provisions shows them
to be a faint gesture at putting some limitation on huge
profits made at public expense—but the Maritime Commission would now give free reign to the shipbuilding corporations' merciless exploitation of their workers and the
public pocket-book. To "broaden the base" for calculation of operating subsidies would accomplish the very
same purpose for the ship operators.
Not one word about improving wages or working conditions! Not one word about safety of life at sea! Profits
for the shipowners! Break the back of maritime unionism!
Here, exposed in all its vicious reality, is the new maritime legislation. The "second step" is already being taken.
First the opiate, then the fatal blow.
But maritime workers, never duped by the earlier fake
promises that the Copeland bills would benefit them, must
carry on unceasingly their militant struggle to safeguard
their liberties, and defeat every attempt to subjugate them
to regimentation.

For some time, it seems that
It has been admitted in San
'srien in other ports have been Francisco and other major ports
under the impression that the that the Maritime Federation is
; maritime groups in Portland are not the recognized body for the
l oot in harmony.
purpose of collective bargaining.
Our joint Committee has repeat- Also, the Joint Policy Committee
edly attempted to clear up such will have to admit they are not
, erroneous
impressions, but it set up under provisions provided
seems that certain rumors still for in the constitution of the Fedpersist. We are at a loss to under- eration; and further, that at the
stand why, unless certain persons last convention of the Federation
are trying to purposely disrupt the it is recognized that affiliated orharmony of the Coast by instigat- gaizations have local autonomy as
ing false rumors.
far as their individual organizaHowever, this letter is being tions and demands are concerned.
written in order to set forth the
We hope this will clear up the
tacts in a manner which will defi- rumors that have been circulated
nitely clear up, once and for all, on the coast, and regardless of ruany doubts that any man on this mors, the Columbia River Joint
coast may have about the Port- Strike Committee is operating
land strike committee.
with 100 per cent co-operation
Questions are as follows:
from all affiliated organizations.
How many organizations are We, also, recognize the fact that
igeated on your committee?
there were certain resolutions and
2. How many delegates is each programs proposed in the formaOrganization permitted to have?
tion of the Joint Strike Commit; 3. What method is used in vot- tee by individuals or other sources.
Help Tom Mooney
Cigar Salesmen Strike
lag?
And we May also state that these
your committee sanctioned proposed programs and resolutions
NEW YORK (FP).—Nearly 100
CHICAGO (FP).—The Chicago
by the District Council No. 3?
being voted down by the rank and
5. Do the decisions, when rati- file membership of some organi- Newspaper Guild voted $5 for the Schulte cigar stores in New York
were closed by a strike of Retail
tied, by the individual unions, bind zations should in itself be Tom Mooney defense fund.
Cigar Salesmen's Union Local 906
the unions to act jointly on that proof enough that the Columbia
for higher wages, a shorter workparticular question?
River Joint Strike Committee. be6. What are your objections to lieves in the rank and file having •••••=m4•44.44.1.444,•••••••••••44,444..44•••••••••• *to ing day and a closed shop.
permitting the Columbia River a voice in the way the Joint
District Council No. 3 being trans- Strike Committee should be set
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ferred into the joint Strike Com- up, and we sincerely hope the
mittee for the Columbia River rank and file have had the same
District, as has been done in opportunity in the other ports.
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Pedro?
uation as far as the Columbia
in answer to the questions that River Joint Strike Committee is
have been asked by the Joint concerned and only hope the other
.Strike Committee on the coast Joint Strike Committees are get101
and also by individuals of the dif- ting along as well. And, we in
Near Kearney
ferent striking groups, and further Portland have never tried to capownership, 200 rooms, now
to clear up many of the communi- italize on rumors, and feel. that if
being thoroughly renovated and
DELICIOUS di d
redecorated. New reduced rates,
nations floatinai around the coast the phony rumors that are put
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guaranteed for 6 months, to fill
between different individuals per- out by individuals to gain their
house quickly with permanent
sumably for the purpose of break- own ends are disregarded, it will
of financial and
ing the unity of the striking mari- be for the betterment of all organbusiness district, a few blocks
follows:
as
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crafts,
we
time
izations concerned.
to amusement center, still away
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from night club noises. Beautiful
. 1. That all striking organizaFraternally yours,
lobby;
water.
tions are seated on the Joint
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Strike Committee, and all organColumbia River Joint Strike
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izations affiliated with District
Committee;
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WALLACE CONFUSED
(Continued from Page 1)
Sackowitz could not possibly have
changed his clothes in time to get
back to his hotel.
Had he changed his clothes, he
would of necessity have left some
trace of the act somewhere.

Dayton said Sackowitz checked
out of the hotel about 2:30 that
"The hungry bum that's pictured
afternoon, still wearing the gray
here has been on Skid Road in
suit, and left an old suitcase in his
this port for some time. Many a
room. In the suitcase was an old
bummed
off
of
union
meal he has
pair of overalls.
workers, and other workers that
Dayton declared there was no
him
to
help
enough
were humane
blood either on the overalls or
keep body and soul together. The
on Sackowitz' gray suit. Wallace's
bosses had no use for him. There
"confession" and the story he told
were too many unemployed to
before the grand jury contained
bother about this individual. No
the statement that Sackowitz had
doubt he cussed the system that
blood on him when he "left the
he was living under which prePoint Lobos."
vented him from making an honest
The new "confession" was made
living, and those who were responon the evening of August 30 in
sible for the system.
the presence of two detectives,
"But, alas, when those whom'
Deputy District Attorney Ralph
he had cussed offered him a job,
Hoyt and a stenographer from the
with a gun and a big tin star to
district attorney's office, Hilda
intimidate and threaten those who
Tionett.
had fed him In the past, he like
Miss Honett read the "conthe craven he is, accepted. A
fession" from her stenographic
scab may have his excuses and
notes, declaring that Wallace was
alibis, but a traitor such as this,
talking of his own free will.
I can find no words to express
Joseph Boyle, third mate of the
the contempt he deserves.
Point Lobos, the first important
"Now a gunman working for the
witness called by Warren, adbosses against his own class at
mitted he is receiving a salary
Terminous in the heart of the
of $175 a month from Swayne and
celery strike. Brothers, keep an
Hoyt, although' he is doing no
eye peeled for this—.
work at all for the money. A
"Roy Dorsey
third mate's usual pay is $135 a,
"Kelsey Cottle
month.
"Frank Arsenault."
Boyle got off the Point Clear
in September, he said, to await
the trial, and worked as relieving
mate for Swayne and Hoyt until
the strike.
After the strike started, he adBUFFALO, N. Y. (FP).—The
mitted, his pay went on just the
giant Berkshire Knitting Mills was
same, although he stayed in hidchallenged anew when 1,500 working in Oakland.
ers at the Duffy Silk Throwing
Asked if he knows why Swayne
Mills at Buffalo, which supplies
and Hoyt is paying him, he said
Berkshire's Reading plant with
he "doesn't know." Asked if he
most of its prepared silk, struck
ever had any conversation with
solidly. The Duffy strikers cornSwayne and Hoyt officials or
plained that weekly wages avermembers of the district attorney's
age less than $13. NA hours
staff
about
being
paid, he
have been discarded, the work
answered no.
load was recently doubled, and
"When does your pay stop?"
learners are paid only $6 a week.
asked George Anderson, attorney
The Berkshire mill, largest in the
for King. "I don't know," answered
industry, was struck several weeks
Boyle. "Will it be when you get
ago.
through testifying?" Andersen then
asked. "No!' Boyle shot back.
Attend Your Union Meeting.
Boyle testified to two things:
1 That he met Ramsay on the
Patronize Our Advertisers
before the murder, and that Ramsay was waiting to see the chief
engineer about an overtime pay
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NEW YORK (FP).—Lawrence
Simpson, American seaman spending three years in a Nazi prison,
is now allowed to receive $5 sent
to him for tobacco, the American
consul-general at Berlin reports.
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KING-RAMSAY-CONNER DEFENSE COMMITTEE,
Albert L. Pitts, Secretary-Treasurer.
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plenty steam, hot
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Willow Tavern
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EXPENDITURES

Office expense
Retainer fees & expenses—Attorneys
Payment to M. F. 0. W. & W. on cash advanced
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Publicity expense
Misc. expense
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KING-RAMSAY-CONNER DEFENSE COMMITTEE FINANCIAL
STATEMENT SEPTEMBER 1, 1936 TO NOVEMBER 30, 1936
INCOME
3,488.00
Cash advanced by M. F. 0. W. & W.
4,684.28
Donations received frmo Unions
302.07
Donations received from Ships
891.19
Misc. donations received
7,113.57
M. F. 0. W. & W. Assessments—cash received
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220-6th St.
(Near Howard)
Clara Carter, Prop.

jury, in almost the exact words.
Incidentally, the "confession,"
under the law, is not supposed to
concern King, Ramsay and Conner
in any way. But the jury heard
the story, and will consider it
None of Boyle's testimony im- evidence against the other three
plicated either Ramsay or Wallace no matter how good the intentions
in any way with the crime. He of the individuals.
It was to prevent an unjust proadmitted that Ramsay said nothing
about harming the chief engineer. cedure like this that defense atWallace's attorney, Public De- torneys tried three weeks ago to
fender Willard Shea, forced Boyle get a separate trial for Wallace.
to admit he talked with a sailor Had a separate trial been allowed
the morning of the murder for the "confession" could not have
several minutes, but couldn't re- been introduced before a jury sitthe sailor was ting on King, Ramsey and Conner.
member how
Superior Judge Frank Ogden,
dressed. However, Boyle had said
he "saw" Wallace for not more former deputy district attorney
than a second and a half—but was under Warren who refused to
able to remember perfectly how grant the separate trial, continues
to hamper defense questioning of
he was dressed.
Lieutenant of Inspectors, Oscar witnesses by granting most of the
he district attorney's objections and
Tuesday
Jansen, testified
showed a picture of Sackowitz to overruling most of the defense obWallace on September 11, and that jections.
The courtroom is jammed every
Wallace identified the man in the
pictures as the man who "went day, as it was even during the
aboard the Point Lobos with him unexciting days of jury selection.
Crowds gather an hour before each
and killed Alberts."
But, oddly enough, the pictures session of the trial, and have to
were not shown to Third Mate wait patiently until the flock of
he saw deputies see fit to open the door.
Boyle, who , claimed
When members of the I.L.A.
Wallace on the ship with' another
Ladies' Auxiliary sought admission
man,
Wallace's new "confession" told Tuesday, one of the deputies beexactly the same wild story he came insulting and pushed the
told the Alameda county grand women around.
dispute.
2. That he was sitting on the
port side near the gangway at
about the time of the murder, and
saw Wallace pass by with another
man and go down the gangplank.
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MOST POPULAR PLACE ON THE FRONT

E. J. Sammons EASTSIDE
58 Embarcadero
WE CASH YOUR CHECKS
Meals All Day

Longest Bar in Town
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115 Market
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S SUPPORT STRIKE
Wor ers eject Shipowners' Vicious Attempt To Destroy Unity Cash Help
Pourin

Slander At
Anti- lick et
Discussion
Broadcast Attend A Big Whist Party

vners Ex osed

C. o f C. Spokesman
Lies About Racial
Solidarity

AntiUnion
Ordinance
Huge Mass Denounced
tion Introduced
Presented Of I. L. A. Ladies Auxiliary Meeting Is Resolu
By
Scheduled
To People
Newspaper

STAND AS ONE
Men Expose "Divide Facts of Maritime
Deadlock Given
And Rule" Tactic
Public
Of Owners
ay Revels Cayton
OWNERS BLAMED
Not

The I.L.A. Ladies' Auxiliary No. 3, San Francisco,
is busy making plans for a BIG WHIST to be held on
the night of December 17, 8 P. M. The Place, Druid's
Temple, 44 Page Street.
The Auxiliary hereby extends a cordial invitation
to the public to attend this Whist and promises valuable prizes for those lucky ones scoring the highest
allies. However, whether winner or not, the Auxiliary
promises a most enjoyable evening.
Come and have a good time. The admission price,
25 cents, will give a brother worker a warm meal on
these cold, foggy, dangerous waterfront days. All
proceeds from this Whist will go to Maritime Relief
—so aside from having a good time, you will be helping the boys on the Front.
Keep December 17 open for The BIG WHIST. A
good time is in store for all.

Guild

Tuesday Meeting Will
Be Preceded By
Parade Sat.

DEAD 30 YEARS

El

INTO POLITICS
SAYS BRIDGES!
SEATTLE, Wash.—? resident
Harry Bridges of the International
Longshoremen's Association of the
Pacific Coast said here tonight
longshoremen were going to enter
politics "in no uncertain manner
and continue its ever widening inland march until every port is 100
percent union."
Addressing a maritime strike
mass meeting, whose attendance
was estimated at over 10,000 persons, Bridges said:
"Waterfront associations see the
necessity of political action. We
see the necessity of having Mayors
like the one you have in Seattle.
We are away behind in San Francisco as far as Mayors go. But
we are going to try to do something about it—and it won't be in
1940."

g In
For Relief

Red Herring Entirely
Worn Out, Says •
Delegate
STRIKE TO

WIN

Laborers
'Union To
Give $20,000
If Needed

"The Industrial Association cannot split labor any more," stated
a delegate from the Iron Trades
Anti-Picket
on the floor of the S.F. Labor
Law
^
INFORM PUBLIC
Council. "The S.F. Labor movement is 100% behind the mariSAN FRANCISCO, Calif.—At a
less than a thousand striktime strike," be continued, "there
Unions Demonstrate meeting
ing Negro
Monday afternoon, Nov.
will be no more dragging around
seamen and longshore30, in the chambers of the Board
Public Stake In
men UP and down the
of the old red herring because
Pacific
of Supervisors, representatives of
Coast have
there is nothing left of him—they
Striker'
s Cause
thrown the lie back
nto the
the Unions and down-town groups
wore him to a frazzle in the Presiface of Wesley Peoples,
s
pokesman fOr the Negro Chamber
Preparations are being made for presented their views on the re- and Fascism, District Council of dential election campaign." The
of
the mass meeting to be held in the peal of the present anti-picketing Iron Workers; International Gar- delegate concluded by saying,"The
Commerce in San Francisco.
Question: I'm just an ordinary
Mr. Peoples
ment Workers; and a number oil maritime strikers
Civic Auditorium on the evening of ordinance.
are going to win
appeared at the citizen of San Francisco. I'm not
A resolution was introduced by others.
meeting of
Tuesday
and we are going to help them do
the
maritime
a
eighth, and they are
worker and I'm not a
the San Francisco
the Newspaper Guild of Northern
Groups favoring continuance or it."
tioarci of
on a comprehensive scale.
shipowner. But my interests are
30 and Supervisors on November
California favoring repeal of the the present ordinance were headed
Evidently many unions were of
stated, in reference to the being seriously affected by the
There will be a parade this compr
oposition of placing the vicious present waterfront strike. I want
ing Saturday, starting from the Em- ordinance which has been inactive by speakers from the Chamber of the same opinion judging from the
San
Francisco anti-picketing ordi- to know who started this thing and
barcadero at eleven in the morning. during the last thirty years. Union Commerce, Down Town Ass'n., manner in which the delegates
lance on
The parade will include members representatives showed that even California Hotel Ass'n., and the reported.
The Bookbinders
the ballot so the citi- who it is that prevents it from bezenry can
of all the Maritime Unions with the when enacted, opinion on the San Francisco Hotel Association. ported $100 a week to the marthave an opportunity to ing settled.
ordinance was well divided, as evi°Peal if they
After
discussion,
Supervisor time unions for the duration of
line of march up"Market Street,
Answer: Well, I'll tell you this
so desire, that the
denced by the vote at that time McSheehy introduced a motion the strike. Ferryboat
Negro people
and
men's Union
then
much.
over
It
wasn't
to Marshall Square
the maritime work"are apprehensive
about certain
of 78,000 to 67,000.
bringing the question before the of America a flat
where addresses will be made by a
donation of
aspects of industrial ers who started this strike. It
roubles," and that
Among thoSe speaking for re- voters in a special election in $1,000; Carmen's Union, Local No.
representative of the licensed men,
they, the brings more hardship to us than
February. The motion was car- 1004. $1800; Molder's
Negroes, had
a representative of the unlicensed peal of the ordinance were Henry
Union do"not fared so well to anyone else. We want to see it
ried without opposition.
mler the 'system
nated $100; Waitresses $100—more
men and a representative of the Schrimpf and Jimmie Duggar of
of unionization." settled and settled quick.
If this
Speaking before a joint Y.W.C.A.
SAN FRANCISCO.—Six strikers,
the I.L.A. 38-79; Redfern Mason
If needed; Corrugated Fiber, 310,
were true, it would be
Longshoremen:
Quk_
,
,tion: If that's the way you
and Y.M.C.A. meeting on the Uni.ntirely because
CHICAGO (FP). — Minimum Fur Workers, $25 and more cone
Not only the workers will pa- of the Inter-professional Associaof the activities feel about it, why did you go on picketing the Dollar Building on
California
campus,
of
Monday, November 30, were ar- versity
of euell People as Mr. Peoples
rade, but also their wives and tion; speakers from church- groups; wage of union movie operators in lag; Baker's Union gives $600 I*
and strike?
ifs white
Speaker Stern of M.F.O.W. exfamilies, leaving only a skeleton Building Trades; Communist Par- Chicago is $75 for a 7-day week maritime Strike Relief.
counterparts among the
Answer: It wasn't a matter of rested for alleged violation of
plained the stand of the unions in
employers of labor.
The Laborer's Union delegate
picket line on the waterfront. In ty, American League Against War of not more than 6 hours per day.
choice, brother. We were forced to. Section 5, City Ordinance 80, the
the present maritime strike.
BUT IT IS
distributio
anti-handbill
law.
n
reported
that they had been helped
the
NOT
procession
We're
TRUE!
Despite
will
anxious
be
to
floats,
go on working
illus- he
Gregory Harrison, representing
men
The
were immediately
efforts of the Chambers of and bring in some money
by the maritime unions so in aptrative of the -Larit"-,e workers'
for our
OAKL
AND
bailed out by the Defense Com- the shipowners, placed the blame calling,
ComMerce and Industrial Asso- wives
preciation a fund of $10,000 had
posters, banners, all the
and families, but we were
,
lotions, the Negroes
mittee, and at their preliminary for the duration of the strike upon
been
set aside for and to the
paraphernalia of a parade with a
and White forced out.
HAVE
arrangment the next day, the case the unions who had, he maintained, purpose.
waterfront strikers. Of this sum
united. Their struggles for
Question:
What
do
you
mean
' human
stubbornly refused to arbitrate dis$1000 had already been given and
level of livlihood have you were forced out? Who forced was continued for two weeks.
On Tuesday, the. night of the
Attorney Gladstein, whose office puted issues.
Orought them
For Sale in
other $1000 checks would follow
mass meeting, there will be three
indissolubly
to- you? .
Among other points Harrison
ether. Both
Is representing the men, anuntil
the $10,000 had been doOAKLA
ND
additional
Negro and White
parades, representative
Answer: Just three employers
.,orkers on the
nounced that a "not guilty" plea further condemned -die unions for
nated. When that is gone another
of the maritime workers from parwaterfront have forced us out—three groups right
900 - 7th Street
received benefits
will be made and a jury trial de- destroying the reputation of San
The Wagon Without Wheels
$10,000 is waiting.
of the general here in San Francisco.
ticular districts. One will march
Francisco's longshoremen as being
the maritime
manded.
chances
No
will
be
The workers call this action the
7th
and
Washin
workers
gton
up
won
Market
Question:
Street,
a
You
second
mean
the
all
will
out of
Howard Terminal
taken on the questionable liberal- the most efficient group of worksolidarity
their victorious 1934 strike other
of labor—the employers
move through the Mission District,
shipowners were ready to
10th and Broadway
AND NO
ers in the world, by means of the
OAKLAND
call it by another name—they cal
ONE IS GOING TO meet union demands and only three ity of any San Francisco judge,
the
and
third
through
the
Fillmore
11100L THEM
and the strikers are quite right, dock and gang stewards system.
ft "radicalism" and "The I.L.A.
Bill
'
s Lunch Wagon
Friend of Every
INTO BELIEVING held out?
Street District. They will converge
In answer to these charges,
considering the matter from past
Marches Inland."
•THERWISE! They know it beLongshoreman and
the
on
Answer:
Civic
Auditoriu
Yes,
Sir!
Twenty-six
simultanm
_ause there
brother Stern, addressing his hearexperience.
is
Seafarin
g
Man
bread
butter
and
eously, at about ten minutes past
companies working out of this port
Iii their
Jensen
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s Cafe
•
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Of the six men arrested, four ers in a frank and straightforward
mouths and their child- agree that the
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men were right and
manner,
easily
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are
their
members
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of
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strikers
the
DA
Question:
enter.
Who
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these
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But all of
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TEX
blocking peace?
ACO
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fusal
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Peoples, who, with the
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Answer: The whole works is
I
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class
boss
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8th Market and West i
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truly represents, would
national scandal.
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OAKLAND
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workers.
Question: Oh, those are the felstallation of a gang steward's sys- sands of workers is a matter which
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wasn't it in the newspapers?
L. LEWIN, Prop.
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directly
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e "Divide
tem, Mr. Stern explained the
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and Rule" efforts of
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doesn't the Government investigate
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depend
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Although the United Boot and
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can
purchase
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Workers
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Six Maritime Striker Gives
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BENDIX WORKERS ARCH OUT SHOUTING
4,400 Union Workers
Use Sit Down Strike
To Secure Recognition
Public Strike Sympat hy Prevents
Company From Utilizing
Poison Gas
SOUTH BEND, Ind.-Flash! The Bendix Company
was forced this week to come to a settlement under which
the employers are bound not to make any agreement on
wages, hours, working conditions or other labor matters
with any group until it has first reached an agreement on
these points with the United Automobile Workers. This
means the death-knell to the notorious company union.

The militant sit-down actiong
which finally brought this!
labor-hating company to terms
was taken immediately following
the company's announcement of a
lock-out of its 4,400 workers in an
effort to break the local United
Automobile Workers Union. With
over 90 per cent of the workers
WASHINGTON, D. C.-That less
In the plant members of the than 2 , per cent of government
Union, the Union demanded recogorders for men's work clothing go
nition as the sole bargaihing agent
to union plants was revealed at
for the employes.
hearings now going on to
Although an election of the col- the
wage
the minimum
determine
ordwas
lective bargaining unit
factories supplyall
which
to
scale
ered by the National Labor Relaing government must henceforth
tions Board the company blocked
comply under the "Walsh-Healey
It by injunction proceedings. Theo
act.
lockout
"The
lock-out followed.
Slave wages have enabled nonwas simply a company attempt to
concerns to make the lowunion
organization
complete
frustrate
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Paper Plants
Grant Unions
Wage Demand

Strike Unity Voted
By Negro Voters

Sign An Agreement
To Recognize
Union

WHEREAS: The vast majority of the seven Pacific
Coast unions now on strike do not directly or indirectly
discriminate against Negroes, and;

SAN FRANCISCO, Calif.-The
first collective bargaining agreement in the corrugated paper products industry was signed this
week between the Corrugated
Envelope
and
Fibre Products
Workers' Union No. 632 and four
paper manufacturing companies
Products, Owners(Fibreboard
Illinois Pacific Coast Co., Schmidt
Lithograph Co., and Royal Container Co.).
The union, a subordinate to the
International Printing Pressmen
and Assistants' Union of North
America, won increases in wage
rates ranging up to $5.20 per week,
time-and-a-half, for overtime, improved working conditions, and
union recognition.

I.W.W.'s Broadcast
TACOMA, Wash. (FP))- The
indnstrial Workers of the World
have signed a contract with Station K M 0 for broadeasts at 5:45
p. m. every Monday, Wednesday
and Friday in December. The station reaches all of Washington,
Idaho, Oregon and part of California, it is claimed.
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Leather Unions
Reorganize Into
Industrial Form

ni WHEREAS: The "Labor Relations Act" gives labor the right
to act without coercion from employers, and

TAMPA.-(F.P.)-Merger of the
United Leather Workers and the
Ladies Handbag, Pocketbook and
Novelty Workers' Union to form
an international union "of workers in the entire industry from
tannery to finished products" was
announced here by Sam Lederman:
vice-president of the pocketbook
workers.
Under the terms of the agreement b.etween the two unions a
conference is to be called in
sixty days by President William
Green for the purpose of establishing an international union and an
organization campaign. Matthew
Woll, president of the Photo Engravers, is to draft the final agreement terms, and both' unions will
meet to iron out differences before the conference with Green.
Formerly the pocketbook workers were a division of the leather
workers but they found "their
status impractical" due to "working difficulties," the announcement
said. The pocketbook workers entered into the agreement instead
of pressing for a national charter.

Nine Old Men Teamsters Widen
Drive In Oil Field Electrical Union fr ins
70 Decide On
Over Company Group
Herndon Case

WHEREAS: The ship subsidies given to the ship owners by
the Federal Government would
offset any benefits that the Water
Front Workers can receive from
the "Labor Relations Act" at this
time, and;
The promise of
WHEREAS:
subsidies will encourage certain
ship owners to not agree to negotiate an agreement, thereby harming hundreds of Negro members
that are in these unions, and the
community in general, therefore,
be it
RESOLVED: That the Negro
Workers Council request President
Roosevelt to cancel all Federal
Ship Subsidies until the ship
owners agree to negotiate with
the unions on strike. And, be it
further
RESOLVED: That we send a
copy of- this resolution to President Roosevelt and the press.
HUTCHEN R. HUTCHINS,
317 22 Ave„ So.
Seattle, Wash.

WHAT NEXT?
One of the latest kind of water
coolers furnishes a drink and a
sales talk at the same time. When
you stoop to drink from the cooler,
a beam of an electric eye is interrupted and a voice from a
speaker gives out a sales talk. .

Dew in this country, is well known other fields.
The Walsh-Healey act requires
Iii France. Clustered in spots protected a bit from the frigid wind the Department of Labor to set
•:•.•••••••••clawomm...oimrolow041111,041M.640,0011.4. •
which swept off the Indiana plains, minimum standards for wages and
relatives, friends and sweethearts working conditions of all firms
Of the Bendix workers passed bidding on government contracts.
LOS ANGELES.-The successful organization drive of
blankets, magazines, food, cigar- To make this law of any signifithe Teamsters of this region has been extended to bring in
ettes, letters and words of en- cance at all workers must demand
the employes of'the oil refineries in the Long Beach secPITTSBURGH (UNS). - The Electrical & Radio
tion. The International Teamsters,xx ster unions.
couragement to the voluntary pris- that these minimum standards be
Workers' Union, Local 601, affiliated with the Committee
union standards and not merely
oners.
Chauffeurs and Helper plan to orThe eagerness with which the for Industrial Organization, has "captured" the huge cornThe workers' militancy and pub- the "prevailing standards" of a
ganize the entire region and have unorganized drivers on oil .and pany union of the Westinghouse
lic sympathy kept the company locality or industry. Employers
of 49 precincts.
the enthusiasm and sup- gasoline trucks are responding to Electric & Manufacturing Co.
enlisted
from utilizing the police to drive are doing everything in their
Among the representatives now
to
is
Herndon
Angelo
Whether
port of other local unions. Strik- the drive has got the Tank Truck
Results of the annual election
them from the plant. Although power at the hearings to make the
office are a number who
holding
worried.
go free, or to have the death pen- ing maritime workers, in partciular, Operators' Association
held recently showed more than are also members of the union.
supplies of tear gas were shipped Labor Department hold the minialty of 18 to 21 years on a are helping in the drive which Is Meanwhile the notorious Los Anto the company sometime ago in mum standards down to the exist50% of the employe representa- The union has five members on
Georgia chain gang confirmed, will a vital importance to themselves geies Times has carried on its Ilyapreparedness for a union-smash- ing miserable level.
elected are members of Local the executive committee of 10.
tives
be decided by the nine old men in because of the close interrelation terical ravings against what the
ing drive, according to revelations
The new representatives will
601.
The exact number of places won
the United States Supreme Court between the maritime and team- "unionists were doing."
January 1.
of the LaFollette committee, the
office
take
by the Radio & Electrical Workers
when it reviews his case this
employers have not dared to use
Unionism was a strong issue in Union, has not been determined,
month.
any against the workers.
year's election. The employes but the present chairman of the
this
young
In 1932, Herndon, a
The Bendix struggle forms part
by districts and precincts. company union said that it was
vote
Negro of 21, was arrested when
of the tremendous wave of organielecting one representative in each "more than 50%."
FOLSOM, Calif.-At the request he led a group of white and
Nation sweeping over this formerly of Warren K. Billings, parole apto the Relief Office
notorious open-shop industry. In plication of the labor prisoner was Negro workers
Ga., to protest relief
Atlanta,
in
joined
auto
3,000
workers
Detroit
held up by the State Board of
His conviction and sentence
the union in a single week. In Prison Terms and Paroles last cuts.
gang-a death
the chain
to
WELLINGTON, New Zealand -Unionists were exseveral plants wage increases have week.
no one has ever tremely disappointed here at the decision of the New Zeabecause
sentence
already been gained.
Billings asked for the delay on lived more than ten years under land Industrial Commission which set minimum weekly
At Flint, 700 workers on the
the grounds that a favorable de- this bestial and inhuman treat- wages at $18 for men and $8 form
body-building lines of Fisher Body
ability to pay wages and still Valparaiso, Chile, in a communi- club. We'll be very glad to help
cision from the State Supreme ment-was not because he asked women.
Plant stopped work four hours
Court on the writ of habeas cor- for better relief conditions in the
them and make their visits real
Labor had hoped that the com- make a profit. Exports and imcation to the Secretary of the
until five discharged employes
pus filed by Tom Mooney would poverty-stricken South, but be- mission, which was recently giv- ports of the nation were studied
happy ones." •
were put back to work. At Canof the Paact beneficially upon his appli- cause he is a Negro and dared to en power to rule over all industry in order to determine industry's Maritime Federation
a
at
ton, 0., 234 joined the union
asked for closer fracation for parole.
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